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Welcome

To the MMTA Judge Handbook

This document contains all the necessary information for MMTA judges to be informed, professional representatives of
our Association.

As a judge for MMTA, you are the single-most important link between MMTA and the community. Your work as an
ambassador may well be the family's only exposure to our organization.
Through your personal contact with the student and family, your role as a judge places you in the unique position of
maintaining the highest academic integrity while creating a positive experience for the student. A skillfully-written
critique can greatly influence a student's further growth for years to come.
As we reach out to students of all ages and levels, we encourage more people to pursue and enjoy the study of music
and to participate further in MMTA events. Thank you for your willingness to take on this significant responsibility as
catalyst for continuing musical development and inspiration.
The Judge Education Committee (JEC) is here to support both new and experienced judges in every facet of the
adjudication process. We encourage you to contact us if we can serve you in any way.
With gratitude for your work,
MMTA Judge Education Committee

© Minnesota Music Teachers Association, 2016
Produced by Minnesota Music Teachers Association. No part of this material may be reproduced without the prior written
permission of the Minnesota Music Teachers Association.
MMTA Office
952.345.0629
10800 Lyndale Ave S Ste 120
Bloomington, MN 55420
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Minnesota Music Teachers Association
MMTA Program Events
MMTA Mission Statement
The mission of MMTA is to advance the profession of music teaching through education, certification, networking, and
advocacy.
MMTA strives to nurture the developing musician through program events that will encourage and inspire.

Judge Education Committee
The Judge Education Committee (JEC) oversees and supports the professional development of new and experienced
judges, and oversees all facets of the adjudication process for MMTA program events.

MMTA Endorsed Judge
An MMTA Judge recognizes a student's musical achievement, and nurtures and inspires further growth.

Procedure for Becoming an MMTA Endorsed Judge
1. The candidate submits an application to become an MMTA Endorsed judge.
2. The candidate attends a JEC orientation meeting on the MMTA philosophy of judging, and on the particulars of
MMTA program events.
3. After the application is approved and the candidate has attended the orientation meeting, the candidate receives a
judging assignment.
4. A JEC panel will evaluate critiques written by the candidate.

5. With a favorable evaluation of critiques, the candidate becomes an MMTA Endorsed Judge.

Benefits of Becoming an Endorsed MMTA Judge
1. MMTA Endorsed judges may participate in an online availability survey distributed each quarter of the program
year.
2. Names of endorsed judges are provided to site administrators for MMTA program events.
3. Endorsed judges are paid at a higher rate than non-endorsed judges.

4. MMTA endorsed judges attend JEC educational seminars at two-year intervals for continuing professional
development.
5. To encourage continuing professional development, the JEC will review critiques and provide written feedback to
all endorsed judges at roughly five-year intervals.
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MMTA Judge Application
(Apply online at www.mnmusicteachers.com. Log in, then go to Judge Information.)
Date of Application:
Name:

Phone:

Address:

Email:

MMTA Member since:
Musical training (degrees, diplomas, private study, performance experience, etc.):

Teaching experience (instruments, years, number of students):

Judging experience (organization, program/event, levels, frequency):

MMTA program events your students have participated in (program event types, levels, number of years):

Which MMTA Programs are you most interested in judging?

1. Write a paragraph telling why you are interested in becoming an MMTA judge.

2. Write a paragraph describing the essential qualities of an effective judge.

Submit completed application to: MMTA ▪ 10800 Lyndale Ave. S, Ste. 120 ▪ Bloomington, MN 55420
Thank you for your application
and your continuing support of MMTA Programs!.
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Preparation for Judging
The best preparation for judging at MMTA program events is successfully preparing students for those events. Beyond
that, here are recommendations of other ways to prepare.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Be thoroughly familiar with MMTA program events and judging/grading systems for the event.
Review the rules, syllabus, and guidelines before every judging commitment, as well as any repertoire or skills to be
critiqued.
Attend workshops and judging seminars at MMTA Convention, and those offered through Local Associations.
Carefully read all communications from the event Site Administrator. Contact the Site Administrator with any
questions well before the event. Know the location, travel, day and times for judging.
If snacks and/or meals will be provided on the day of the event, notify the Site Administrator if you have any food
allergies or dietary restrictions.
Assemble a personal judge's kit. Useful items may include: pens, pencils, scratch paper, a calculator, clipboard,
water bottle, tissues, sweater, 2016 MMTA Handbook for Judges, pocket dictionary, digital clock, folder for
completed critiques, etc.
If an emergency arises and you are unable to judge as scheduled, please contact the Site Administrator as soon as
possible.

Judge Etiquette
On the day of the Event:
• Dress in business attire to create a professional atmosphere.
• Arrive early to familiarize yourself with the location and allow time for set-up.
• Turn off cell phones and personal alarms before the first student enters the room.
Putting the student at ease:
• Be friendly and welcoming.
• Allow your demeanor and written critique to offer encouragement and reassurance.
• Staying on schedule is important. Use good time management skills.
• Be aware of and respect appropriate personal boundaries.
• Minimize extraneous movements that might distract the student.
General reminders:
• Eat only at designated times in designated areas.
• Refrain from discussing performances with anyone.
• Maintain professionalism throughout the judging day.
At the end of the day:
• Be sure to leave the room exactly as you found it.
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On Event Day
•

Arrive 30 minutes early to check in with the Site Administrator for final briefing. Collect your judges packet and
confirm when and where to hand in completed critiques.

•

Arrange your room to suit yourself. (Keep changes to a minimum if judging in a private studio.) Move the piano, if
necessary, so the student isn't looking at the door or is distracted by the view.

•

Make a writing arrangement that works for you. Keep your judging materials organized for efficiency throughout
the day.

•

Review the Handbook for Judges, judge's instructions, and scoring system specific to the program before the first
student arrives.

•

Test the piano. If it is in a condition that would hinder the student's performance, request the Site Administrator
move you to a different room. If a music stand, table/writing surface, and/or chair(s) are lacking or defective, request assistance from the Site Administrator.

•

Many event sites will have a break room where judges can go for coffee and lunch. The Site Administrator will
inform you about break and meal procedures.

•

Please notify and consult with the Site Administrator as soon as possible of any unusual circumstances. See the
"Troubleshooting" section below.

Putting the Student at Ease
•

Greet the student pleasantly at the door. If necessary, share information with the student about the piano (e.g.
the pedal squeaks, etc.), or other issue that may affect the student's performance.

•

Stay on time, and graciously apologize if you are running late.

•

Keep the audition moving, without making the student feel rushed.

•

Allow the student to briefly warm up.

•

If the student struggles, be patient and sympathetic. Give the student another chance if possible.

•

Thank the student for participating in the event.
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Troubleshooting
Emergencies:
• In case of a medical emergency, find the parent and/or call 911.
•

In case of other emergencies (weather, safety, etc), stay calm and wait for further instructions.

•

Walk with the student from the judging room to the registration area (ask hall monitor to assist or write a note on
a Post-it®) to find the Site Administrator if:
• The student you are scheduled to judge is your own student or a student you know very well. Ask the Site
Administrator to assign the student to a different room/judge.
• The student is registered for a different level/category than that for which they are prepared. Ask the Site
Administrator for judging materials for the correct level/category or to assign the student to a different
room/judge.
• A student arrives well-ahead-of or well-after their scheduled time. Ask the Site Administrator to find a
room/judge who may have an opening at that time.

•

Ask for assistance from the Site Administrator:
• If you are missing or short on any materials.
• If any unusual situations occur.
• If the student arrives without music, or brings photo-copied music, review the procedures for the particular
program event.
• Legal digital copies look very much like photocopied music. Legal digital copies are allowed. Look
for an attached receipt or the name of purchaser in the heading or footer area of the music to
verify legality of copy.

At the End of the Day
•
•
•

•

Complete and sign the Judge Invoice.
List the number of students schedule at each level/in each category.
Attach original receipts and list expenses for which you wish to be reimbursed (e.g. overnight lodging, overnight
meals, lunch if not provided at the site, mileage).
Make a final check that all critiques are complete, signed and organized before returning them to the Site
Administrator. Return all unused critiques, testing materials, and any/all other materials to the Site Administrator.
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Writing a Great Critique
The written critique is the single-most important responsibility of the MMTA judge. It provides the student with a
tangible record of the audition and it may affect and influence the student's development for years to come.

A Great Critique is Nurturing
A great critique is always respectful and kind. Set a positive tone by including positive opening and closing comments
on every critique. Remember that words can inspire or deeply wound, and that children have long memories. Every
performance has some element to commend – even if it is only having the courage to take on the challenge of the
audition. For example: In the event of a memory lapse, how well a student deals with a lapse should be given as
much weight as the lapse itself.
A great critique balances objective criticism with words of encouragement. Teachers, parents and students look to
the critique for indications that the student's accomplishments are being measured against a reliable standard of
excellence, but also for words that will motivate the student toward greater challenges and future progress. Let your
words assure the student that they are capable of taking the manageable next steps that you suggest, and give them
the spark of desire to courageously grow as musicians.

A Great Critique is Specific
A great critique is descriptive and specific, providing a clear picture of what happened at the event.
Your comments should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the literature and performance practices of the style/
era/genre of the repertoire performed. Balance comments about details with a general summary of overall
performance vitality and expressiveness.
Remember: you can't say everything about a piece or a particular performance. Focus on a few important aspects of
the performance, particularly elements that define the stylistic or expressive nature of the piece.

To provide positive reinforcement,
use phrases such as:

•
•
•
•
•
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I liked…
I enjoyed…
I appreciated…
Congratulations on…
Bravo for…

To describe what you heard, use
phrases such as:
• Your playing is…
• Your performance was…
• Today it sounded like…
• Today, at measure…..
• Today, the B section was…

To provide ideas for growth, use
phrases such as:
• I would like to hear more…
• Listen for…
• How do you think it would
sound if…
• What if you tried…
• You might want to…
• Your next step could be…
• I'd
encourage
you
to
experiment with…

A Great Critique is Fair
•
•
•
•
•
•

A great critique is always fair to the student and teacher.
Evaluate the performance you hear – not the performer or choice of repertoire.
A good assessment will not assume anything about the student's preparation or potential.
When unsure, give the student the benefit of the doubt.
Be open to musical interpretations and technique that may be different from your own.
Is the performance convincing, vibrant, and expressive on its own terms?

Accept editorial markings indicated by the teacher, and make comments on how well the student executed the given
plan.
In the event you feel strongly that the performance, interpretation, or editorial markings indicate a misunderstanding
of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a Post-it® note. When commenting to the student, support the teacher. If you do address the teacher, be gentle and respectful. Let your words leave room for an
honest difference of opinion between colleagues. (Example: "My understanding of performance practice in this style/
genre is…")

A Great Critique is Valuable
•

Use age-appropriate language. Very young students appreciate critiques that are printed rather than written in
cursive style.

•

Avoid slang or idioms that are less than professional. Do choose language that communicates clearly without being
overly formal or overly academic.

•

The most brilliant and nurturing words will be of no use to the student if the critique cannot be read. Your
handwriting and signature must be legible.

•

Your insightful and well written critique as well as your professional and welcoming demeanor makes the event a
motivating one; an experience students will want to repeat.

•

Finally, a great critique will be worth the investment of time and effort of the student, parent and teacher. Make
sure your comments provide both the quantity and quality of feedback that is worth the price of their time and the
registration fee.
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Listening with Style in Mind
The following comments are intended as suggestions for evaluating the use of appropriate musical style in a student's
performance.

Baroque
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Texture is polyphonic. Listen for equality of each hand and voice. Each melody must be beautifully shaped.
Harmony derives from polyphony. Listen for an awareness of the tension and release in the progression of chords.
Rhythm and tempo are basically steady but not too "machine-like". Dance rhythms are lively. Tempos may vary
greatly and still be successful.
Articulation is very important. Listen for a basic detached sound.
Dynamics marked in the score are seldom the composer's own. Listen with flexibility to each interpretation on this
point.
Listen for the idiomatic character of each piece (dance form; strict polyphonic form; or freer, more improvisatory
styles.)
Piano: Pedaling must be done with care. The contrapuntal clarity of parts is essential, with each part having its
own characteristic articulation.

Classical
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Melody is in the spotlight. Listen for thoughtfully-shaped phrasing.
Texture is primarily homophonic. Listen for the balance between melody and accompaniment.
Harmony is comprised of clear-cut cadences, usually at regular 4- and 8-measure intervals. Listen for tension and
release in the dominant-tonic cadences.
Rhythm and tempo are basically steady with little rubato, yet "breaths" must be present in arias and other similar
pieces. Endings usually have a slight ritardando.
Articulation is very important and precise; listen for two-note slurs, phrasing, slurs, and all articulation should be
performed with clarity. Piano: Listen to be sure the pedal does not continue through rests.
Dynamics are more restrained than in later periods, having a smaller degree of contrast between forte and piano.
Tone color must be slender. Listen for scales that are light and crisp.
Form and structure are very important. Listen for ways the performance communicates structure.
Piano: Pedaling is a very difficult issue. Listen for pedaling that matches the tempo of the piece. Slower pieces use
more pedal for color and resonance, while faster pieces use less pedal to maintain clarity.

Romantic
•
•
•
•
•
•

The primary job of the performer is to convincingly project the mood and character of the piece.
Melody is essential. Listen for sensitively-shaped, expressive melodic lines.
Harmony becomes more chromatic. Listen for the tension and release created. Piano: Listen for sophisticated
voicing as balance needs to be created between hand, as well as within the hand.
Rhythm and tempo become freer. Listen for expressive use of rubato.
Dynamics are presented in a much-wider range than in previous eras.
Piano: Pedaling may or may not be marked in the score; but they should always be used unless specific indications
tell the performer not to, though need to be slavishly followed. Listen for pedaling that does not blur harmonies
unless specifically indicated.

Twentieth-Century and Beyond
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen for an understanding of the particular musical style, keeping in mind the incredibly wide variety of styles and
genres (i.e. jazz, serialism, neo-Classicism, neo-Romanticism, music derived from folk idioms, etc.)
Listen for a strong sense of personality and character in any genre.
Atypical melodies must still have shape and contour.
Shifting meters, rhythmic complexity, polyrhythms, and detailed tempo changes must be handled with precision
and ease, and in a convincing manner.
Extensive and precise phrasing, dynamic markings, and tempo markings must be observed more exactly than in any
other style or era.
Piano: Listen for the expansion of tone color with virtuoso pedal effects.
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Part 1:
Piano Program Events
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA PIANO CONTEST – Primary-Senior B
Please refer to the Judges Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well
as suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Procedures
•

Test the piano, including the pedals. Alert the contestant if something is unusual.

•

Stay on-time as much as possible. However, always make the contestant feel comfortable, never rushed. Always
listen to the complete piece.

•

Contestants will present their printed music and a critique with their contestant number when entering the
room. Briefly check the contestant number and written information on the presented critique for accuracy.

•

Auditions are anonymous. You may only learn the student's number. Only the contestant and the judge are
allowed in the room.

•

Contestants may bring in a footstool or a pillow, but no other apparatus of any kind.

•

Invite the contestants to adjust the bench. You may offer assistance to younger students.

•

Depending on level, contestants are allowed 30 seconds to 1 minute of warm-up time. Contestants may play any
memorized chords, scales, or some portion of another piece as a warm-up and/or to test the pedals.

•

If a glissando is part of the contest piece, the student may try the glissando as part of their warm-up. Otherwise,
the contestant may not may not play any portion of the contest piece as a warm-up.

•

If a contestant presents a piece from a different category than that for which you are judging,

•

Calmly clarify with the contestant their prepared contest piece.

•

If a hall monitor is available, send the hall monitor and contestant to the registration desk to check with the Site
Administrator.

•

If no hall monitor is available, describe the situation on a Post-it® note. Ask the contestant to take the Post-it® note
to the registration desk for direction from the Site Administrator.

•

Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretative markings the teacher may have
written in, and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
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•

Audio or Video Recording the performance is not allowed.

•

Contestants should leave the room after performing. Your critique of the performance should be in writing only. Do not discuss the performance with the contestant or anyone else during the event day.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway outside of the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

Disqualification
A student is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Playing a piece that is not on the Piano (Contest) Materials List for the current year.
• Playing only one of the two pieces of a double selection.
• Not performing the music from memory.
When disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post
-It® and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.
Additional considerations:
•

At PRELIMINARIES, if repeat instructions are not followed (no repeat, D.C. al Fine, D.S. al Fine, etc.), attach a note
alerting the teacher to the error. Do not disqualify the contestant.

•

At FINALS, if repeat instructions are not followed use your discretion when judging an otherwise convincing
performance.

•

At FINALS: If a contestant plays a piece different from that which was played at Preliminaries, the student is to be
disqualified.

Scoring
No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make
suggestions regarding what needs to be done to improve the performance.
98
97
96
94

The "Gold Standard" – perfections technically and musically. The critique will probably have all pluses and no
minuses.
Nearly perfect. The critique might have one minus with the rest being pluses.
A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.
The performance includes errors that detract from the music, such as a lack of steady tempo, lack of clear
dynamics, etc. The performance may have several minor errors that collectively detract from the performance.

“Blank score box”
Student has been disqualified. See “Disqualification” above.
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Scoring at Preliminaries
•

Reserve the use of ++ indications for critiques of Finalist.

•

On the day of the Preliminary Contest, the Site Administrator will direct you to select a specific number of
finalists.

•

Finalists receive a score of 96, 97, or 98. Non-finalist contestants receive a score of 94.
• If a contestant is disqualified, leave the score box blank. (See above.)
• If a contestant is absent, using a spare critique from your folder, write "absent" on the critique, sign and
include with other critiques at the end of the day.

•

Score carefully. If you need to change a score, rewrite the critique. Teachers, students, and parents
take your scoring and comments very seriously.

•

List contestant numbers for finalists in numerical order on the Finalist’s Sheet in your folder. Verify accuracy.

•

Place critiques of finalists in numerical order by contestant number; non-finalist critiques in numerical order by
contestant number; Clip each stack.

•

Make a final check to make sure you have signed all of the critiques and completed the Judge Invoice. Return
completed paperwork and critiques to the Site Administrator. Wait to be thanked and dismissed.

Scoring at Finals
•

Reserve ++ indications on critiques for Winners.

•

Score carefully. If you need to change a score, rewrite the critique. Teachers, students, and parents
take your scoring and comments very seriously.

•

Please refer to above scoring from Preliminaries with this exception:

•

On the day of the Finals Contest, the Site Administrator will direct you to select a specific number of winners.

•

All categories choose 10 alternates at Finals.
• List alternates in the order you believe they should be called. All alternates receive a score of 95. Arrange
critiques of alternates in the order they should be called.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA PIANO CONTEST – Pre-Primary Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

The Pre-Primary (ages 7 and under) Contest is important because it is a "first time" for young, enthusiastic PrePrimary Contestants to compete. It gives them experience and inspires them to compete in future contests.

•

The Pre-Primary Contest is a single-round event. Pre-Primary Contestants with scores of 96 and above are
declared "winners" in the Pre-Primary Contest. There is no final round for the Pre-Primary Contest.

•

As many as 100% of Pre-Primary Contestants may be declared winners. However, you are not obligated to declare
a Pre-Primary contestant a winner if he/she clearly is not deserving. There is no stated percentage of winners in
Pre-Primary because they do not proceed to the Finals.
Print clearly. Use age appropriate language.

•
•

Staying on schedule is important. However, always make the contestant feel comfortable, never rushed. Always
listen to the complete piece.

•

For additional information, review the MMTA Piano Contest – Primary-Senior B Judging Guidelines.

Scoring
•

98
97
96
94

•
•

•
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No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make suggestions regarding what the students need to do to improve their playing.
The "Gold Standard" – perfections technically and musically. The critique will probably have all pluses and no
minuses.
Nearly perfect. The critique might have one minus with the rest being pluses.
A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.
The performance includes errors that detract from the music, such as a lack of steady tempo, lack of clear
dynamics, etc. The performance may have several minor errors that collectively detract from the performance.
Score carefully. If you need to change a score, rewrite the critique.
Place critiques of Winners in numerical order by contestant number; non-winning critiques in numerical order by
contestant number; Clip each stack.
Make a final check to be sure you have signed all of the critiques and completed the Judge Invoice. Return
completed paperwork and critiques to the Site Administrator. Wait to be thanked and dismissed.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Young Artist Contest: Piano
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Contest Procedures
•
•

Junior and Senior Young Artist Preliminaries are typically held on a Saturday, with a Final Round held on Sunday of
the Same Weekend
College Young Artist is a single round contest, typically held on Saturday.

Student Requirements
•

The length of repertoire performances for each category:
• Junior Young Artist – 7 minutes
• Senior Young Artist – 15 minutes
• College Young Artist – 30 minutes

•

Judges must listen to all of the repertoire the contestant has prepared up to the time limit for their category.
Contestants may choose the order of their repertoire.

•

Judging Guidelines
•

Test the piano, including the pedals. Alert each contestant if something is unusual. If appropriate, inform the Site
Administrator so a different piano can be found.

•

Contestants will present a critique with their contestant number on it when entering the room. Double-check the
number of each contestant carefully.

•

Young Artist Competitions are anonymous. You may only learn the contestant's number.

•

Contestants will also present a copy of the music with measures numbered to each judge.
• If a contestant presents a piece that is not one of the repertoire selections stated on their approved
repertoire form, ask the contestant to omit that piece from their program.
• Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretations the teacher may have
written in, and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
• When writing the critique be respectful and supportive of the teacher.
• In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings
indicate a misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a
Post-It®.
Address the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of
opinion between colleagues.

•

Only the contestant, judges, and timer are allowed in the room, with the exception of Sunday Finals and
College Young Artist.
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•

Allow the contestant time to warm up. Contestants may not warm up using any part of their contest pieces. (An
exception is using glissandi as part of the warm up.) Each contestant should receive an equal amount of warm-up
time. A one-minute warm-up should be sufficient.

•

Young Artist Competitions are adjudicated by two judges. Both judges must be present for all student
performances in the room in which they are judging. If a judge must leave the room for some reason, the contest
must be stopped until all judges are present.

•

If the contestant's program is longer than the recommended time for the category, judges may stop the contestant
at an appropriate place in the music. Contestants may not plan their own stopping places.

•

Audio or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant or anyone else.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway
outside the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

Disqualification
•

A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are
allowed. Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and should not be
allowed. If the music is downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring the
music is licensed to the student or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.
• Playing a piece that is not part of their approved program.
• Performing music that has not been memorized.

•

If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post
-It® and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.

Scoring
No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make
suggestions regarding what the contestant need to do to improve their playing.

Scoring for Junior Young Artists and Senior Young Artists:
Preliminary
•

Each set of judges must agree on three contestants to pass on to Finals. These three contestants will receive a "W"
for a score. (College Young Artist: See "Finals" below.)

•

All other contestants receive a score of 93-96. Average the scores given a contestant, even if this results in a score
with decimal points. Scores with decimal points, such as “95.7”, may be used to indicate which performance was
stronger. (A score of 95.7 would be stronger than a score of 95.) A percentage of the highest-ranking contestants
will then be chosen to perform in the MMTA Honors Concert.
• If a contestant is disqualified, leave the score box blank. (See above.)
• If a contestant is absent, use a spare critique from your folder. Write "absent" and sign the critique.

•

Score carefully. If you need to change a score, rewrite the critique.

•

At the end of the judging day, check to make sure you have signed all of the critiques and the Judge
20 Invoice. Return completed paperwork and critiques to the Site Administrator. Wait to be thanked and dismissed.

Finals
•

Once all contestants are critiqued, judges may discuss the performances and must agree on 1 , 2 , and 3 place
winners. Judges will write "1 place", "2 place", or "3 place" in the score box. All other contestants receive a score of 97.
st

st

•

nd

nd

rd

rd

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for 1 place
requires that no 2 place be awarded.
st

nd

•

Judges may select an Honorable Mention for each category. This is the equivalent of 4 place. There is no monetary
award. Contestants receiving an Honorable Mention may be included in the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital at
the discretion of the Finals judges and Young Artist Program Director(s).

•

When deciding on winners, judges must take into consideration the versatility of the contestant. A winning contestant
must be able to demonstrate exceptional musicianship and facility in technique. A contestant who does well in both of
these areas must be considered over a contestant who demonstrates excellence in only one of these areas.

•

All awards are discretionary. Judges are not required to name any winners if they feel no contestants are qualified, or they
may name only one or two winners in a category.

•

In recommending what piece from their Young Artist repertoire selections each of the winning contestants will perform in
the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital, judges should consider the length and audience appeal, in addition to the
affinity the contestant has for the piece.

th

College Young Artist (single round competition)
•

Once all contestants are critiqued, judges may discuss the performances and must agree on 1 , 2 , and 3 place
winners. Judges will write "1 place", "2 place", or "3 place" in the score box. All other contestants receive a score of 97.
st

st

•

nd

nd

rd

rd

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for 1 place
requires that no 2 place be awarded.
st

nd

•

Judges may select an Honorable Mention for each category. This is the equivalent of 4 place. There is no monetary
award. Contestants receiving an Honorable Mention may be included in the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital at
the discretion of the Finals judges and Young Artist Program Director(s).

•

When deciding on winners, judges must take into consideration the versatility of the contestant. A winning contestant
must be able to demonstrate exceptional musicianship and facility in technique. A contestant who does well in both of
these areas must be considered over a contestant who demonstrates excellence in only one of these areas.

th
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Comprehensive Piano Syllabus Exam
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Procedures
•
•

Please check that the information at the top of each page is accurate.
The exam is typically administered in the following order:
• Keyboard Skills
• Repertoire – student may select the order of pieces
• Oral Questions
• Sightplaying

Scoring
Scoring will conform with the Explanation of Scoring printed on the critique form.

Keyboard Skills
•
•

Comment on the facility and accuracy without listing specific keys.
The student must perform patterns and rhythms as published in the syllabus.

Repertoire
•

•
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Comments should address issues such as the student’s understanding of performance practice, style, technical demands, musical understanding of the character of the piece, and listening skills such as shaping of phrases, balance,
voicing, pedaling (see also “Listening with Style in Mind”).
If problems occur, deduct points from either accuracy or memory, but not both.

Questions
•
•
•

Questions and answers should reflect the level of the exam.
Avoid asking questions that have ambiguous or debatable answers.
Accept any reasonable, well-supported answer.

Sightplaying
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projected pulse means feeling the meter. A student may project a feeling of forward movement even with a few
hesitations.
At Level 1, when a melody is two lines long, do not deduct if the student pauses at the end of line one.
At Levels 1-3, for playing in the wrong octave, deduct 1 points from correct clef/register rather than from correct
notes category.
Think vertically; deduct 1 point for an incorrect chord.
At Levels 3-6, student should play legato unless staccato is designated.
At Levels 4-6, give points for dynamics and articulation if student is usually responsive to the markings.

Summary
•
•
•

These may be the most important words written on a piano exam critique (see also “Writing a Great Critique”).
Summarize your impressions of the student’s strengths and challenges.
Nurture growth with positive reinforcement for the student’s accomplishments, and gentle suggestions
for improvement.

Level 11
•
•
•

At this level, memory is required for all repertoire. If a student uses music, write the critique and cross out the
score for that section.
A panel of three judges hears and evaluates each performer. Judges do not confer about their evaluations
or scoring.
The Level 10/11 Coordinator calculates the final composite score.

Troubleshooting
•
•

•

•
•

If the student brings no music or plays selections not listed on the repertoire card, write the critique and cross out
the score for that selection.
The repertoire you see listed has been approved by the repertoire analyst. If an error in repertoire has been
inadvertently approved by the repertoire analyst, please accept the selection and give appropriate credit. Use a
Post-it® Note to inform the teacher of the error.
If a portion of the exam is inadvertently omitted, or if the wrong level is administered, do not retest. Award the
student full points for that portion of the exam, explain and apologize immediately, and move on to the rest of
the exam.
Computer-generated copies are acceptable. If a question exists about the legitimacy of a copy, grade the exam and
consult with the Site Administrator before totaling points.
Discuss any unusual circumstances with the Site Administrator.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Keyboard Skills Exam
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Keyboard Skills
Refer to the current Piano Syllabus for specifics as to expected patterns, rhythms, and tempos student is to
have prepared.
•
•
•
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Comment on the general facility and accuracy of specific skills without listing keys tested. Your suggestions and
observations are preferred and more helpful than tally marks or listing points deducted.
If a student struggles with a particular skill, give them the option to move on to the next skill.
If a student fails to meet the minimum tempo, points may be deducted.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Sightplaying Exam
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Sightplaying
Exam questions and musical excerpts are provided. Various aspects of good sightreading at particular developmental
levels are tested. Rubrics are included on the score sheet. (Examples of format are included in the MMTA Publication,
"Sample Sightplaying Exams", for sale in the Materials portion of the MMTA website.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projected pulse means feeling the meter. A student may project a feeling of forward movement even with a few
hesitations.
Levels Prep - 2: Student may play non-legato without a point deduction.
Levels Prep-3: If the student plays the selection in the wrong octave, deduct only 1 point from clef/register rather
than from correct notes category.
Level 1: When a melody is two lines long, alert the student as to the length of the melody; do not deduct points if
the student pauses at the end of the first line.
Deduct 1 point for an incorrect chord.
Levels 3-6: Student should play legato unless staccato is indicated.
Levels 4-6: Award points for dynamics and articulation if the student is responsive to most of the markings.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Theory Exam (Keyboard) Examiners, Proctors & Graders
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Examination Procedures
The three parts of the MMTA Theory Exam are administered in the following ways:

Keyboard Exam
The Keyboard Exam is given one-on-one with an examiner. Scores are recorded on the Keyboard section of the score
sheet given to you by the Site Administrator. After completing the judging of the Keyboard exams, return the score
sheets to the Site Administrator/Graders who will complete the upper section of each sheet with the written and aural
scores.

Aural Exam
For large testing sites and some smaller sites, the Aural Exam will be given in a group setting. A Proctor will play a prerecorded CD of the exam. A Grader will score the exam later in the day.
At some smaller testing sites, the examiner will give the Aural Exam one-on-one using the pre-recorded CD of the exam. A grader will score the exam later in the day.

Written Exam
The Written Exam will be given in a separate room with a proctor. A Grader will score the exam.

Overview of Examiner and Proctor Roles
•

MMTA Keyboard Examiners will administer and grade the Keyboard portion of the Theory Exam.
MMTA Proctors administer the aural and written portions of the exam. Proctors do not correct the exams.
• MMTA Graders are responsible for correcting the Written and Aural portions of the exam. Graders are considered to be the Written and Aural Examiners.
• MMTA Graders tally the final scores.
• MMTA Graders grade only Theory Exam Levels 1-4.
All portions of Level 5-8 exams are sent to an Offsite Grader.
•
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Examiners
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Examiners administer the Keyboard portion of the theory Exam.
Use a black lead pencil to record each student's score on the Keyboard Exam score sheet. Do not tally the scores.
Only the student and the examiner are allowed in the room during the exam.
To ensure consistency in the examination process, please use the wording for questions included on the exam.
Stay on-time as much as possible. However, always make the student feel comfortable, never rushed and listen to
all of the skills being tested.
If a student seems confused by specific terminology or meaning of a question, or in need of additional explanation,
the examiner may use their discretion in offering clarifying instructions without giving away the answer. Be flexible
in terminology. If the student is still confused, try asking them to perform the skill as they did for their teacher.
Judge the performance without giving lessons at the exam. Use a Post-it® note for any comments to the teacher.
The role of the theory examiner is to discover the extent of the student's knowledge. If unsure, give the student
the benefit of the doubt.
Be sure the student number is accurately recorded on all pages of the score sheets before the student leaves the
testing room.

Proctors
•
•
•
•
•

Proctors administer the aural and written portions of the exam. Proctors do not correct or sign the exams.
Make sure the student's full name and student number are written on each page of both the Aural and Written
Exam papers when the student enters the room.
Aural Exam: The Aural Exam is pre-recorded on a CD or accessed on-line. Once the recording has
begun, it should not be stopped or any portion replayed.
Written Exam: At the end of the exam, before the student leaves the room, the Proctor should make
sure the student has answered all the questions.
Written and Aural Exams: If a student seems confused by specific terminology or meaning of a question, or in
need of additional explanation, the examiner may use their discretion in offering clarifying instructions without
giving away the answer. Be flexible in terminology
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Graders
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Theory Volunteer will periodically bring completed exams to the grading room. At times it may be necessary for
Graders to retrieve completed exams from the Keyboard, Written, or Aural Examination Rooms. Be considerate.
Do not interrupt an exam in session.
Answer sheets for Level 1-4 of written and aural exams (which include guides for point distribution) are provided
for the convenience of Graders.
Use a red pencil when correcting the Written and Aural Exams. Incorrect answers will have a minus sign with the
number of points lost (e.g. -3). Correct answers will have no marks over them.
Add a Post-it® note for the teacher if an explanation of points lost is needed
Graders are to sign their name in the blanks labeled, “Written Examiner” and “Aural Examiner”.
During the grading process, group the exams by level, organizing each level in numerical order by student number.
To stay organized, keep corrected written exams and aural exams in separate piles and in numerical order.
Once all three parts of the exam have been collected and graded, keep all three portions together. The student’s
exam may now be tallied.

Tallying
• The tally for the final score is written on the upper part of the Keyboard Exam score sheet.
• Use a black lead pencil for transferring the Aural and Written Exam scores to the blanks provided. Carefully tally
the final composite score.
• Circle earned rating: “High Distinction”, “Excellence”, “Pass”, or “Fail”
• Double-check all scores, score sheets, and tallies for accuracy. Be sure that all three parts of the theory exam have
the same student number, assemble and staple all three parts of the student's exam together.
• Organize tallied exams by student number.
Recording
• Record the “Final Score” and rating on the master schedule spreadsheet (either on the computer or paper copy) as
directed by the Site Administrator. The master schedule will show the teacher for each student exam.
•
Write the teacher’s last name and student’s name on the Keyboard Exam Score Sheet for easy identification.
• Sort exams by teacher name.
Mailing
• You may be asked to assist with preparing and/or assembling mailing envelopes for returning theory tests to teachers.
• The Site Administrator mails exams to the teachers.
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Part 2:
Popular Styles
Program Events
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Popular Styles Exam
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well
as suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Procedures
Judges should be well-versed in jazz, pop, rock, blues, and American folk music. Ability to play from lead sheets, play
by ear, improvise, sing in-tune, and transpose by ear are essential. Judges should familiarize themselves with all materials on the Popular Styles page of the MMTA website (www.mnmusicteachers.com, under Member Resources.)
This is an open-book exam. The student brings their level 1, 2, 3, or 4 exam workbook, which they have been using to
prepare for the exam, and the judge selects items from it for the student to perform, according to the exam script provided by the site administrator.

Equipment
Judges and site administrators will be provided well ahead of time with an "exam day checklist." Notable in this list:
• Metronome or metronome app
• Sound system
• MP3 playback device including cable to connect MP3 player to device
• MP3 bass and rhythm play-along or "backing" tracks
• Piano or keyboard tuned to A-440 (because backing tracks are tuned to A-440.)
• Electronic scoring form (Microsoft Excel 2007 or later), or hard copy.
Judges and site administrators should work together to ensure that all items in the checklist are available for the exam.

Memorization is Not Required
Memorization of repertoire is not required for the Popular Styles exam. Students not playing from memory must bring
two copies of their scores – one to play from and one for the judge. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.

Downloaded Originals
Originals may be computer-generated (purchased online, downloaded, and printed) as long as they can be shown to
have been obtained legally by the student, family, or teacher. For example, the website we get most of our lead sheets
from puts “Authorized for use by . . . “at the bottom of every page. Judges and site administrators should keep their
eyes open for obvious breaches of copyright law, and be otherwise discerning as well.
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Special Instructions
Guided Listening worksheet
In addition to practicing for the exam on the piano in lessons and at home, students engage in “guided listening”
using pieces of their own choosing, and write their reactions on a form provided on the MMTA website. Before
coming to the exam site, students print out their worksheets, and at the exam site, submit them to the judge for
evaluation as part of the overall exam score.
2. Solo Piano Arrangement
Generally speaking, the guidelines for the MMTA (classical) piano exam apply: technique, fingering, tone, voicing,
proper pedaling, etc. However, students may slightly alter or interpret the written arrangements as long as they
remain stylistically appropriate.
3. Lead Sheet with Backing Track
Students should have practiced with the same backing track at home and in their lessons, so they should be able to
jump right in on the first try. However, they will be listening to the track on different equipment than what they’re
used to, and they’ll be playing on a different piano as well. Make sure they can hear the track well enough and that
they are comfortable.
Alternatively, they may use a backing track they have created themselves, as long as it provides bass and rhythm
and is stylistically appropriate.

Scoring
Judge and student work through the exam script, and the judge fills out the scoring form accordingly. Judge should
allow five minutes at the end of the exam to review the Guided Listening form, and to calculate the overall score (if
using hard copy forms) or verify (if using electronic forms).

Summary
Write a summary at the bottom of the critique that supports the total score. (See "Writing a Great Critique".)
Summarize your impressions of the student's strengths and challenges.
Nurture growth with positive reinforcement for the student's accomplishments, and make gentle suggestions

Troubleshooting
•

•

•

•

If a portion of the exam in inadvertently omitted, or if the wrong level is administered, do not retest. Award the
student full points for that portion of the exam, explain and apologize immediately, and move on with the rest
of the exam.
If the student does not bring their music, or plays selections other than those for which their teacher registered
them, write comments but cross out the score for the selection(s).
Do not mention anything to the student.
Accept the selection and give appropriate credit. Use a Post-It® to inform the teacher of the error.
Music purchased/downloaded from the internet is acceptable. If a question arises about the legitimacy of the
printed score, or any other "copy" a student is using, grade the exam then consult with the Site Administrator
before totaling the points.
Discuss any unusual circumstances with the Site Administrator as soon as possible.
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Part 3:
Vocal & Instrumental
Program Events
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Voice Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

Be prepared to evaluate contestants of many different ages and stages of vocal development.

•

Maintain an unbiased attitude toward the literature performed.
Comment or critique in writing only. Refrain from verbally commenting on the selections or any aspect of the
contestant's performance.

•

•

Maintain a professional demeanor at all times and do not discuss performances, especially when leaving the room
for breaks.

•

Only the contestant, accompanist, and the judge are allowed in the room.

•

Audio or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

Arrange the piano so the judge can view the contestant and accompanist. Also make sure the contestant and
accompanist can easily see one another.

•

Contestants will present a critique form with their contestant number and first name on it when entering the
room. Double-check the number of each contestant carefully.
To keep the judging objective, you may only learn the contestant's number and first name.

•
•

•

•
•
•

Contestants will also present two copies of the music with measures numbered – one for the judge and one for the
accompanist. Photocopied music is allowed only if a piece is permanently out of print, or to ease page-turns for
the accompanist.
Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and should not be allowed. If the music is
downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring the music is licensed to the student
or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.
Base your critique on the edition provided by the contestant.
When writing the critique, show respect and support for the teacher.
In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings indicate a
misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a Post-It®. Address the
teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of opinion between colleagues.
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•

Staying on schedule is important. Always make the contestant feel comfortable, never rushed; listen to the complete song even if you should get behind schedule.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant or anyone else.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway
outside the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

•

Notify the Site Administrator immediately if questions arise during the adjudication schedule.

Disqualification
A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Performing music that has not been memorized.
If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post-It®
note and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.

Scoring at Preliminaries
Winners receive a score of 24-39. Non-winning students receive a score of 23 or below.
• Be sure to comment and score each section. Write a summary at the bottom that supports the final score.
• If a contestant is disqualified, leave the score box blank. (See above.)
• If a contestant is absent, use a spare critique from your folder. Write "absent" and sign the critique.

Scoring at Finals
Please refer to the above information about scoring at Preliminaries with this exception:
The Site Administrator will provide information on how many winners may be chosen.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES

MMTA String Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

Be prepared to evaluate contestants of many different ages and stages of technical development. Prepare for
judging by familiarizing yourself with the music you will be hearing.

•

Maintain an unbiased attitude toward the literature performed.
Comment or critique in writing only. Refrain from verbally commenting on the selections or any aspect of the
contestant's performance.
Maintain a professional demeanor at all times and do not discuss performances, especially when leaving the room
for breaks.

•
•

•

Only the contestant, accompanist, and the judge are allowed in the room.

•

Audio or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

Arrange the piano so the judge can view the contestant and accompanist. Also make sure the contestant and
accompanist can easily see one another.

•

Allow the contestant time to tune and warm-up. Contestants may not warm up using any part of their contest
piece. Each contestant should receive an equal amount of warm-up time.

•

Contestants will present a critique form with their contestant number and first name on it when entering the
room. Double-check the number and repertoire selection of each contestant carefully.
To keep the judging objective, you may only learn the contestant's number and first name.

•
•

•

Contestant will also present two copies of the music with measures numbered – one for the judge and one for the
accompanist. The soloist’s printed copy without accompaniment is an acceptable for the judge. Photocopied music may only be used if a piece is permanently out of print, or to ease page-turns for the accompanist.
Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and should not be allowed. If the music is
downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring the music is licensed to the student
or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.
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•

Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretation the teacher may have written in,
and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
• When writing the critique be respectful and supportive of the teacher.
• In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings indicate a
misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a Post-It®. Address
the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of opinion between colleagues.

•

Staying on schedule is important. Always make the contestant feel comfortable, never rushed; listen to the complete piece even if you should get behind schedule.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant.

Disqualification
A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Performing music that has not been memorized.
If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post-It®
note and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.

Scoring
No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make suggestions regarding what the students need to do to improve their performance.

35 - 39
24-35

Nearly perfect. The critique might have one or two suggestions for the contestant.
A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.

23 or below

The performance includes several errors that detract from the music, such as a lack of steady tempo,
lack of clear dynamics, etc.

Scoring at Preliminaries
Finalists receive a score of 24-39. Non-finalist contestants receive a score of 23 or below.
Be sure to comment and score each section. Write a summary at the bottom that supports the final score.
If a contestant is disqualified, leave the score box blank. (See above.)
If a contestant is absent, use a spare critique from your folder. Write "absent" and sign the critique.

Scoring at Finals
Please refer to the above information about scoring at Preliminaries with this exception:
The Site Administrator will provide information on how many winners may be chosen.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Guitar, Organ, and Woodwind Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

Be prepared to evaluate contestants of many different ages and stages of technical development. Prepare for
judging by familiarizing yourself with the music you will be hearing.

•

Maintain an unbiased attitude toward the literature performed.
Comment or critique in writing only. Refrain from verbally commenting on the selections or any aspect of the contestant's performance.
Maintain a professional demeanor at all times and do not discuss performances, especially when leaving the room
for breaks.

•
•

•

Only the contestant, accompanist (if applicable), and the judge are allowed in the room.

•

Audio or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

If an accompanist is present, arrange the piano so the judge can view the contestant and accompanist. Also make
sure the contestant and accompanist can easily see one another.

•

Allow the contestant time to warm up. Each contestant should receive an equal amount of warm up time. A oneminute warm-up should be sufficient. Students may not warm up using any part of their contest piece.
For organ contestants who do not have a registrant/page-turner, allow additional time for them to familiarize
themselves with manuals, stops, and presets (if any.)

•

•
•

Contestants will present a critique form with their contestant number and first name on it when entering the
room. Check the number and repertoire selection of each contestant carefully.
To keep the judging objective, you may only learn the contestant's number.

•

Contestant will also present two copies of the music with measures numbered – one for the judge and one for the
accompanist. The soloist’s printed copy without accompaniment is acceptable for the judge. Photocopied music is
allowed only if a piece is permanently out of print, or to ease page-turns for the accompanist.

•

Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and should not be allowed. If the music is
downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring the music is licensed to the student
or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.
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•

Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretation the teacher may have written in,
and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
• When writing the critique be respectful and supportive of the teacher.
• In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings indicate a
misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a Post-It®. Address
the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of opinion between colleagues.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway
outside the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

•

Notify the Site Administrator immediately if questions arise during the adjudication schedule.

Disqualification
A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Performing music that has not been memorized.
If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post-It®
and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.

Scoring
No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make
suggestions regarding what the students need to do to improve their performance.
36-39 A superior performance. The critique might have one or two suggestions for the contestant.
24-35 A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.
23
The performance may have several minor errors that collectively detract from the performance.

Scoring at Preliminaries
•
•
•
•

Finalists receive a score of 36-39. Non-finalist contestants receive a score of 35 or below.
Be sure to comment and score each section. Write a summary at the bottom that supports the final score.
If a contestant is disqualified, leave the score box blank. (See above.)
If a contestant is absent, use a spare critique from your folder. Write "absent" and sign the critique.

Scoring at Finals
Please refer to the above information about scoring at Preliminaries with this exception:
• The Site Administrator will provide information on how many winners may be chosen.
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Finals
•

Once all contestants are critiqued, judges may discuss the performances and must agree on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place
winners. Judges will write "1st place", "2nd place", or "3rd place" in the score box. All other contestants receive a
score of 97.

•

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for
1st place requires that no 2nd place be awarded.

•

Judges may select an Honorable Mention for each category. This is the equivalent of 4th place. There is no
monetary award. Contestants receiving an Honorable Mention may be included in the MMTA Foundation Award
Winners Recital at the discretion of the Finals judges and Young Artist Program Director(s).

•

When deciding on winners, judges must take into consideration the versatility of the contestant. A winning
contestant must be able to demonstrate exceptional musicianship and facility in technique. A contestant who
does well in both of these areas must be considered over a contestant who demonstrates excellence in only one of
these areas.

•

All awards are discretionary. Judges are not required to name any winners if they feel no contestants are qualified,
or they may name only one or two winners in a category.

•

In recommending what piece from their Young Artist repertoire selections each of the winning contestants will
perform in the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital, judges should consider the length and audience appeal,
in addition to the affinity the contestant has for the piece.

College Young Artist (single round competition)
•

Once all contestants are critiqued, judges may discuss the performances and must agree on 1 , 2 , and 3 place
winners. Judges will write "1 place", "2 place", or "3 place" in the score box. All other contestants receive a
score of 97.
st

st

•

nd

nd

rd

rd

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for
1 place requires that no 2 place be awarded.
st

nd

•

Judges may select an Honorable Mention for each category. This is the equivalent of 4 place. There is no
monetary award. Contestants receiving an Honorable Mention may be included in the MMTA Foundation Award
Winners Recital at the discretion of the Finals judges and Young Artist Program Director(s).

•

When deciding on winners, judges must take into consideration the versatility of the contestant. A winning
contestant must be able to demonstrate exceptional musicianship and facility in technique. A contestant who does
well in both of these areas must be considered over a contestant who demonstrates excellence in only one of
these areas.

•

All awards are discretionary. Judges are not required to name any winners if they feel no contestants are qualified,
or they may name only one or two winners in a category.

•

In recommending what piece from their Young Artist repertoire selections each of the winning contestants will
perform in the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital, judges should consider the length and audience appeal,
in addition to the affinity the contestant has for the piece.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Young Artist Contest: Voice
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding an MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Student Requirements
•

The length of repertoire performances for each category:
• Junior Young Artist – 7 minutes
• Senior Young Artist – 15 minutes
• College Young Artist – 25 minutes

•

Judges must listen to all of the repertoire the contestant has prepared up to the time limit for their category.

•

Students may choose the order of performance of their repertoire.

Judging Guidelines
•
•

Contestants will present a critique with their contestant number and first name on it when entering the
room. Double-check the number of each contestant carefully.
Young Artist Contests are anonymous. You may only learn the contestant's number and first name.

•

Contestant will also present a copy of the music with measures numbered.
• If a contestant presents or performs a piece that is not one of the repertoire selections stated on their
approved repertoire form, ask the contestant to omit that piece from their program.
• Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretation the teacher may have written
in, and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
• When writing the critique be respectful and supportive of the teacher.
• In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings
indicate a misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on
a Post-It®. Address the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of opinion between colleagues.

•

Only the contestant, judges, and accompanist are allowed in the room.

•

Invite the accompanist to move the piano if needed in order to best-see the performer.

•

Allow the contestant time to warm up. Students may not warm up using any part of their contest piece. Each contestant should receive an equal amount of warm up time. A one-minute warm-up should be sufficient.
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•

Both judges must be present for all contestant performances in the room in which they are judging. If a judge must
leave the room for some reason, the contest must be stopped until all judges are present.

•

The length of the performance begins with the first measure of the piece and ends with the last measure,
regardless if these measures are accompaniment only. Repeats and da capo/ritornello may be included in the
timing of required length.

•

If the contestant's program is longer than the recommended time for the category, judges may stop the contestant
at an appropriate place in the music. Contestants may not plan their own stopping places.

•

Audio or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant or anyone else.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway
outside of the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

Disqualification
A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Playing a piece that is not part of their stated program.
• Music has not been memorized.
If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post-It®
and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.

Scoring
•

No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make
suggestions regarding what the contestant needs to do to improve their performance.

•

Once all contestants are critiqued, the judge will determine 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners. Judges will write "1st
place", "2nd place", or "3rd place" in the score box. All other contestants receive a score of 93-96.

96
94- 95
93

A superior performance. The written critique might have one or two suggestions for the contestant.
A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.
The performance includes errors that detract from the music, such as a lack of steady tempo, lack of
clear dynamics, etc. The performance may have several minor errors that collectively detract from the
performance.

•

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for
1st place requires that no 2nd place be awarded.

•

When determining winners, evaluate the versatility of the contestants.
The winning contestant must demonstrate musicianship; a healthy, well-developed vocal quality; and facility in
technique.

•
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•

A contestant that demonstrates secure technique and thoughtful musicianship must be considered more favorably
than the contestant who demonstrates only one of these skills. Also consider a contestant who has chosen
repertoire which highlights their versatility in musical styles, eras, and languages.

•

1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners will perform at the Vocal & Instrumental Performance Festival.

•

All awards are discretionary. Judges do not have to name any winners if they feel no contestants are qualified, or
judges may name only one or two winners in a category.

•

In recommending what piece each of the winning contestants will perform from their contest repertoire selections
the Vocal & Instrumental Performance Festival and/or the MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital, judges
should consider the length and audience appeal, in addition to the affinity the contestant has for the piece.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Young Artist Contest:
Guitar, Organ, Strings, and Woodwinds
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Student Requirements
•

The length of repertoire performances for each category:
• Junior Young Artist – 7 minutes (Note: Guitar does not have a Junior Young Artist category.)
• Senior Young Artist – 15 minutes
• College Young Artist – 25 minutes

•

Judges must listen to all of the repertoire the contestant has prepared up to the recommended time for their
category.

•

Contestants may choose the order of their repertoire.

Judging Guidelines
•
•
•

Contestants will present a critique form with their contestant number and first name on it when entering the
room. Double-check the number of each contestant carefully.
Young Artist Contests are anonymous. You may only learn the contestant's number and first name.
Contestant will also present a copy of the music with measures numbered.
• If a contestant presents or plays a piece that is not one of the repertoire selections stated on their
approved repertoire form, ask the contestant to omit that piece from their program.
• Use the contestant's copy of the music. Check for any editing/interpretation the teacher may have written
in, and respect what the teacher is trying to accomplish.
• When writing the critique be respectful and supportive of the teacher.
• In the event you feel strongly that a performance, interpretation, or written editorial markings
indicate a misunderstanding of style or performance practice, direct comments to the teacher on a
Post-It©. Address the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of
opinion between colleagues.
• The soloist’s printed copy of the music without accompaniment is an acceptable for the
judge. Photocopied music is allowed only if a piece is permanently out of print, or to ease page-turns for
the accompanist.
• Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and should not be allowed. If the
music is downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring the music is licensed
to the student or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.
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•

Only the contestant, judges, and accompanist (if applicable) are allowed in the room.

•

Invite the accompanist (if applicable ) to move the piano if needed in order to best-see the performer.

•

Allow the contestant time to warm up. Each contestant should receive an equal amount of warm up time. A oneminute warm-up should be sufficient. Students may not warm up using any part of their contest piece.
For organ contestants who do not have a registrant/page-turner, allow additional time for them to familiarize
themselves with manuals, stops, and presets (if any).

•

•

Both judges must be present for all contestant performances in the room in which they are judging. If a judge must
leave the room for some reason, the contest must be stopped until all judges are present.

•

The length of the performance begins with the first measure of the piece and ends with the last measure,
regardless if these measures are accompaniment only. Repeats and da capo/ritornello may be included in the
timing of required length.

•

If the contestant's program is longer than the recommended time for the category, judges may stop the contestant
at an appropriate place in the music. Contestants may not plan their own stopping places.

•

Audio and/or video recording of the performance is not allowed.

•

Do not discuss the performance with the contestant or anyone else.

•

If an additional minute is needed to finish writing the critique, kindly ask the contestant to wait in the hallway
outside of the room. When finished, return the music to the contestant.

Disqualification
•

A contestant is to be disqualified for:
• Forgetting to bring a copy of the music for the judge.
• Presenting an illegal photocopy of the music. Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed.
• Playing a piece that is not part of their stated program.
• Performing music that has not been memorized (excluding organ.)

•

If disqualifying a contestant, a critique is written but no grade is given. Put the reason for disqualification on a Post
-It© and attach to the critique. Leave the score box blank. Do not discuss this with the contestant.
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Scoring
•

No matter what level or quality of performance is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make
suggestions regarding what the contestant need to do to improve their performance.

•

Guitar, Organ, Strings and Woodwinds judges choose a set of 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners in each performing
medium.

•

Once all contestants are critiqued, the judge will determine 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place
winners do not receive a numerical score, instead, judges will write "1st place", "2nd place", or "3rd place" in the
score box. All other students receive a 93-96.
96
A superior performance. The written critique might have one or two suggestions for the contestant.
94- 95
93

A very good performance. Small mistakes are permissible, but the overall performance is convincing.
The performance may have several minor errors that collectively detract from the performance.

•

Avoid ties. If a tie must be given, the award money will be divided equally between the tied contestants. A tie for
1st place requires that no 2nd place be awarded.

•

When determining winners, evaluate the versatility of the contestant.
The winning contestant must demonstrate musicianship; a well-developed tone quality (woodwinds and guitar);
and facility in technique. Organ contestant must demonstrate facility in moving between manuals, ease in
stop-changes (if no registrant/page-turner is present); and use of Swell box (if any.)
A contestant that demonstrates secure technique and thoughtful musicianship must be considered more favorably
than the contestant who demonstrates only one of these skills. Also consider a contestant who has chosen
repertoire which highlights their versatility in musical styles, eras, and languages.

•

•

•

1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners will perform at the Vocal & Instrumental Performance Festival.

•

All awards are discretionary. Judges do not have to name any winners if they feel no contestants are qualified, or
the judge may name only one or two winners in a category.

•

In recommending what piece each of the winning contestants* will perform from their Young Artist repertoire
selections in the Vocal & Instrumental Performance Festival and/or MMTA Foundation Award Winners Recital,
judges should consider the length and audience appeal, in addition to the affinity the contestant has for the piece.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Comprehensive Voice Exam
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Procedures
•

The exam is administered in the following order:
• Repertoire
• Written Theory
• Aural Skills and Skills Requirements
• Oral Questions
• Sight Reading

Repertoire
•
•
•
•

Performance accuracy includes notation, rhythm, tempo, articulation, pitch, and diction.
Musicianship includes dynamics, phrasing, tone quality, style, interpretation, and breath control.
Stage presence, breath support and posture may also be considered.
Ask the accompanist to step into the hallway after all repertoire has been performed.

Written Theory
•

The student will complete the written section following the performance of the required repertoire.

Aural Skills and Skill Requirements
Level 1
• Play the exercise once and then give the student the starting note.
• The student may sing the starting note in his/her range.
Levels 2-5
• Give the student the starting note only.
• The student may sing the starting note in his/her range.

Oral Questions
•
•
•
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Questions and answers should reflect the level of the exam.
Avoid asking questions that have ambiguous or debatable answers.
Accept any reasonable, well-supported answer.

Summary
•
•
•

Write a summary at the bottom of the critique that supports the total score. (See "Writing a Great Critique".)
Summarize your impressions of the student's strengths and challenges.
Nurture growth with positive reinforcement for the student's accomplishments, and make gentle suggestions for
improvement.

Final Instructions
Upon completion of the exam, thank the student for performing.
Total the scores on the exam score sheet provided.
Place the following in a large mailing envelope:
• All exam materials
• Examiner Copies
• Score sheets
• Judge's Invoice (completed and signed) and Expense Voucher (completed, signed with original receipts attached.)
Mail envelope as soon as possible to the Voice Exam Chair.

Troubleshooting
•

•

•

•
•

If a portion of the exam in inadvertently omitted, or if the wrong level is administered, do not retest. Award the
student full points for that portion of the exam, explain and apologize immediately, and move on with the rest of
the exam.
If the student does not bring their music, or plays selections other than those for which their teacher registered
them, write comments but cross out the score for the selection(s). Do not mention anything to the student. Use
a Post-It® to inform the teacher of the error.
Music purchased/downloaded from the internet is acceptable. If a question arises about the legitimacy of the
printed score, or any other "copy" a student is using, grade the exam then consult with the Site Administrator before totaling the points.
If an error in repertoire has not been caught by the repertoire analyst, accept the selection and give appropriate
credit. Use a Post-It® to inform the teacher of the error.
Discuss any unusual circumstances with the Voice Exam Chair as soon as possible.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Comprehensive Guitar, Organ,
String, and Woodwind Exams
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Procedures
•

The exam is administered in the following order:
• Repertoire
• Written Theory
• Aural Skills
• Technical Skills
• Sight Reading
• Oral Questions

Repertoire
•
•
•
•

Performance accuracy includes notation, rhythm, tempo, articulation, pitch, and voicing.
Musicianship includes dynamics, phrasing, tone quality, style, interpretation, and breath control.
Stage presence and posture may also be considered.
Ask the accompanist (if present) to step into the hallway after all repertoire has been performed.

Written Theory
•

The student will complete the written section following the performance of the required repertoire.

Aural Skills and Skill Requirements
Grading criteria will be provided per program and level.

Sightplaying
•
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In addition to performing notation accurately, award points based on the student's feeling of the meter and overall
ease with playing the selection.

Oral Questions
Questions and answers should reflect the level of the exam.
Avoid asking questions that have ambiguous or debatable answers.

Summary
•
•
•

Write a summary of the performance the bottom of the critique that supports the total score. (See "Writing a
Great Critique.")
Summarize your impressions of the student's strengths and challenges.
Nurture growth with positive reinforcement for the student's accomplishments, and make gentle suggestions for
improvement.

Final Instructions
•
•
•

•

Upon completion of the exam, thank the student for performing.
Total the scores on the exam score sheet provided.
Place the following in a large mailing envelope:
• All exam materials
• Examiner Copies
• Score sheets
• Judge's Invoice (completed and signed) and Expense Voucher (completed, signed, with original receipts
attached.)
Mail envelope as soon as possible to the appropriate Program Exam Chair.

Troubleshooting
•

•

•

•
•

If a portion of the exam in inadvertently omitted, or if the wrong level is administered, do not retest. Award the
student full points for that portion of the exam, explain and apologize immediately, and move on with the rest of
the exam.
If the student does not bring their music, or plays selections other than those for which their teacher registered
them, write comments but cross out the score for the selection(s). Do not mention anything to the student. Use
a Post-It  to inform the teacher of the error.
Music purchased/downloaded from the internet is acceptable. If a question arises about the legitimacy of the
printed score, or any other "copy" a student is using, grade the exam then consult with the Site Administrator before totaling the points.
If an error in repertoire has not been caught by the repertoire analyst, accept the selection and give appropriate
credit. Use a Post-It to inform the teacher of the error.
Discuss any unusual circumstances with the Program Exam Chair as soon as possible.
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Part 4:
Additional MMTA
Program Events
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Student Composition Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
Review each composition for the category you are judging.

•
•

Give equal time and thought to each composition.

Play the piece on the piano rather than a keyboard.
If the entry includes a CD or other type of audio file in addition to the written score, listen to the recording before
writing the critique.
Evaluate the composition based on the following criteria:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form

Harmonic structure
Melodic and rhythmic development
Originality
Style
Articulation

•

Range of color and dynamics
Idiomatic appropriateness of the composition to the instrumentation.

•

Write or type a critique for each composition. Typing the critique is preferred.

•

When writing the critique, if you mention the contestant’s teacher, be respectful and supportive.

•

Consider the age group being evaluated. Make age-appropriate comments and suggestions.

•

No matter what level or quality work is presented, be kind and encouraging in your critique. Make suggestions
regarding what the contestant needs to do to improve their compositional skills.

•

If you feel strongly that a misunderstanding of compositional technique is present, you may direct comments to
the teacher on a Post-It©. Address the teacher respectfully, leaving room for an honest difference of opinion
between colleagues.

•

Maintain an unbiased attitude toward compositional styles and genres.
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Final Steps
•

Choose 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners, as well as three Honorable Mentions. Record names of winning and
Honorable Mention compositions on the sheet provided.

•

Mail compositions, CDs, and list of winners to the Program Director.

•

Complete the Judge Invoice provided. Mail to the MMTA Office.

•

Attach original receipts for postage to the Expense Voucher provided. Complete voucher, then mail to the
President Elect for signature.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Teacher Original Duet Composition Contest
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

•

•

Consider the musical and technical demands required for each of the Primary and Junior A categories.
• The level of difficulty for the Primary duet should resemble pieces found in the MMTA Piano Syllabus for
Level 1.
• The level of difficulty for the Junior A duet should resemble pieces found in the MMTA Piano Syllabus for
Level 2.
Review each composition.
• Give equal time and thought to each composition.
• Play the piece on the piano rather than a keyboard.
• If the entry has an accompanying CD or other type of audio file, listen to that before writing the critique.
Evaluate the composition based on the following criteria:
• Style – Is the composition appropriate for the ages of the performers for which it is written? Does it have
audience appeal?
• Creativity – Is the composition creative, both in terms of melodic and rhythmic content? Is it creative in
compositional technique and construction?
• Equality in Parts – Do Primo and Secondo parts alternate melodic and accompaniment materials?
• Appropriateness – Is the composition appropriate for a large conducted ensemble of younger or less
experienced players? Is a positive musical performance obtainable with minimal large ensemble
rehearsals?
• Length – Is the piece 1-3 minutes long?

Final Step
Select one winning composition for Primary, and one for Junior A.

•

Judges do not have to name any winners if they feel no compositions meet the criteria
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MMTA Ensemble Festival
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission,
as well as suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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The Ensemble Festival promotes the joys of ensemble music. Please help make it a positive experience by both
your demeanor and your comments. You are representing MMTA and the music profession to students, parents,
and the general public.
The Ensemble Festival is presented in recital format rather than audition format. Take care to use good timemanagement skills, keeping your comments concise so all students in the recital receive your full attention and
equal amount of your time.
Please mark specific areas of achievement with a "+", "++", or "–" on the critique sheet. In your summary, a great
critique will balance words of encouragement with objective criticism for further growth. (See "Writing a Great
Critique".)
Memorization is not required. Page-turners are allowed.
Legal digital copies purchased online are allowed. MMTA does not condone the use of Illegal photocopies of the
music. Please write a Post it® note to the teacher to remind them photocopies are an infringement of copyright
law.
Ensembles do not need to provide music for the judge. The critique should focus on the overall performance
rather than details of specific measures, notes, rhythms, etc.
Be professional at all times. If a parent approaches you with questions or concerns, please refer them to the child's
teacher.
At the end of the day, sign the Judge Invoice provided and return it to the Site Administrator.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
Music Bridges
Please refer to the Handbook for Judges for complete information regarding an MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as
well as suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique writing.

Student Requirements
Students must present a performance consisting of five parts. Two pieces from the standard teaching repertoire for the
main instrument are required, along with three options to be determined by the student. All three options must be
musical or must be related (“bridged”) to music in a specific way which must be articulated by the student either orally
or in printed form. Memorization is NOT required of any part of a Music Bridges program, including the two required
pieces for the main instrument.
If any of these requirements are not fulfilled, a Post-it® note to the teacher should be affixed to the critique form and
the student should be allowed to continue the program without censure.

General Instructions
Music Bridges provides a critiqued forum where students can present a unique program of high achievement tailored
to each student’s individual abilities and interests. This forum is one in which students can explore and experience all
areas of music as it relates to the other arts.
Since each Music Bridges program is unique, there will be a broad range of presentations to evaluate. The “bridge” in
Music Bridges connects music to other art forms, but the five parts of a Music Bridges program need not be related to
each other. Some students will present a program with a unifying theme and others will not — either method is
acceptable.
When judging areas outside your expertise, evaluation will be judges on:
• the depth of understanding the student shows while presenting
• the time and effort put into the project
• the presentation of the relationships between their projects and music

Judging Procedures
Please sit back and enjoy the process! You are to judge the effort, creativity, and enthusiasm of the
student. What you see and hear may astound you, and please share your excitement with the performer!
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Bridging
•

A student may elect to connect the five elements of a Music Bridges program with a common theme, but this is not
a requirement of the Music Bridges program. The “bridging” is made in the relationship of all the parts of the
program to music, which should be clearly articulated by the student.

Audience
•

•

A Music Bridges program is primarily a performance and students may invite anyone they want to sit in and
observe their presentation. Applause should follow any performance of music or dance. Please lead the applause in
the appropriate circumstances.
If the audience is not aware of concert etiquette (i.e. talking during the performance), please take the opportunity
to give them a gentle reminder to listen quietly during the performance and clap at the end.

Interaction
•

•
•
•
•

Judges are expected to verbally express themselves in this program. Respond to performances with exclamations
of praise and support. Try not to just sit and write while the student waits: the written comments are important,
but more important is the student’s experience of presenting and talking about their program.
Ask the student if they would prefer discussion after each part of the program, or after all five parts have been
presented.
Allow students to fully finish presenting each part of their program before you start asking questions.
Avoid “teaching” or working with the student on any part of his or her program. Your role is to react and engage
the student in conversation, not to improve the performance.
Ask questions that are open-ended, to encourage the student to discuss their process in creating the program.
Avoid questions that have a “correct answer” as students may be unprepared to answer them and might be
unsettled by them. Please refer to the Sample Questions on page 5 of this Guide for some ideas on what you might
ask.

Written Comments
•

Steer your comments to the general effect of the presentation, and artistic suggestions that occur to you. Avoid
comments which emphasize technical issues, unless the artistic result is obviously affected in some way. Your
written comments are most helpful as a record of what you heard that day.

Second Copy of Music
•
•
•

Students should provide you with a second copy of music for their required pieces. For other pieces, students are
encouraged to provide a second copy, but it is not required.
If the student does not have a copy of the music for you to look at while they play, you may either look at the
music before they play or watch the score over the student’s shoulder while they are playing.
Photocopies and downloaded music: Photocopies of printed music are illegal according to U.S. Copyright laws and
should not be allowed. If the music is downloaded from the internet, look for an authorization statement declaring that the music is licensed to the student or teacher, or that it is in the public domain.

Changes to Program
•

Changes to the program outlined on the registration form may occasionally occur. This is acceptable. Simply make
a note of the change on the critique form and proceed.

Other Instruments
•
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If you are judging an instrument other than your specialty, make comments on the student’s rhythmic control,
pitch and musicality, rather than on technique.

Other Art Forms
•

If you are judging another art form, make written comments on the relationship between the music and the art,
dance, theater piece, etc.

Written Options
•

If you are to judge written work (stories, concert reviews, essays, etc.), you should first ask if the student wishes to
read the work aloud or if they would prefer that you read it silently. If the student opts not to read their work
aloud, you can choose to read the work during the student’s time and then engage in discussion with the student
or (if time is short) you may choose to read the work at the end of the day during your wrap-up time and make
your written comments then.

Technical Skills Option
•

You will be given a sheet listing the specific items the student is prepared to present. Ask the student if the skills
will be presented as a routine or if they would prefer that you pick the items you will hear.

Rating Instructions
A Music Bridges program is first and foremost a performance opportunity. It is not a test, and is therefore not scored as
a test would be. The judge’s verbal reaction and written comments are emphasized over any type of score or grade.
The rating serves as a summary congratulation, and determines whether a gold “Superior” seal or an “Excellent” one
will be affixed to the student’s certificate.

The Critique Sheet
Each part of a Music Bridges program is given a set of criteria which the judge may mark with a + or -, as it seems
appropriate. No marking indicates satisfactory achievement in that area. The judge should make comments explaining
such markings, and general comments about each part of the performance, as well as about the program as a whole.
Individual parts of a program are taken into consideration for the overall rating, but are not scored individually.

The Five Star Rating
A Music Bridges program is to be rated on a scale of one to five stars. Upon completion of the program and the written
comments, the judge should evaluate the success of the performance as a whole and issue an overall rating of five
stars for a Superior performance or four stars for an Excellent one. The judge should circle or fill in the appropriate
number of stars given as a rating.
It is not encouraged that a judge give a rating of fewer than four stars, unless the program is obviously lacking in
preparation or conscientiousness on the part of the student.
Nor is a student to be penalized for issues that should be directed to the teacher, for example not fulfilling the
requirements of the program. In this situation, rate the student’s performance based on what was presented and
attach a note to the teacher indicating what was missing.
Please do take into consideration the considerable effort it takes for a student to prepare a program of this size and to
present it to an audience rather than to a single judge, and allow your rating to celebrate that achievement.
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Sample Questions for Music Bridges Judges
To Elicit Discussion and Performer/Judge Interaction
Music Performance:
• What most appeals to you about this piece?
• Do you know any background information about this piece/composer?
• What do you think is the most challenging thing about performing this music?
Artwork:
• Tell me about your artwork.
• Tell me why you chose these colors / shapes / materials
• How does your art relate to the music?
• How did you go about creating this?
• What is this made from?
• Tell me how you made this.
• How did you come up with this idea?
• Did you enjoy creating this?
Stories:
• Tell me why you chose these characters / this setting / this plot.
• How does your story relate to the music?
• How did you come up with this idea?
• Did you enjoy creating this?
Reports, Scrapbooks:
• Were you surprised by anything you learned about_______?
• What did you find most interesting about_______?
• Where did you find your information about_______?
• Have you played any music by_______?
• Have you heard any music by_______?
Concert / music reviews
• Why did you choose to review this particular concert?
• Which concert did you enjoy most? Why?
• Which concert did you enjoy the least? Why?
• What was your favorite piece / instrument / voice etc. Why?
• Which did you like the least? Why?
Original compositions:
• Tell me about your composition.
• Is there a story that goes with your piece?
• How did you go about creating the piece?
• What was the hardest / easiest thing about composing? Why?
• Will you try composing again some time?
• Have you performed your piece in public yet?
General questions:
Why did you choose this project?
Which of your projects did you learn the most from?
Which of your projects did you enjoy preparing the most?
Which project was the most work / hardest for you? Why?
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MTNA Competitions
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MMTA JUDGES
MTNA State-Level Competitions: Performance
and
MTNA State-Level Competitions: Composition
Please refer to the Judge Handbook for complete information regarding the MMTA Judge’s role and mission, as well as
suggestions for preparation and guidelines for etiquette and critique-writing.

Judging Guidelines
Rules for contestants and judge guidelines for MTNA Competitions are set by the MTNA.
Communicating specific guidelines for judging MTNA competitions are the responsibility of the MMTA State
Competition Coordinator.
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Model Critiques
Part 1:
Piano Programs
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Piano Contest
153

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Swingin’ and Swayin’

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Memory:

+
+
+/— m. 31 see below
+
—

Musicianship:

+

Dynamics
Phrasing
Balance

+
—
+

Pedaling
Tone Quality
Style

+
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Thank you for playing this piece so beautifully!
Today I heard just one phrase interrupted in its flowing line at m. 14.
Remember to use the ritard in m. 31.
Try making the louds and softs really opposite. You could also
write in more changes in loud and soft. Your teacher can help you.
I loved the peaceful way you made your arpeggios sound.
You play confidently and comfortably. The joy of music-making shines
through your playing. Keep sharing your talent.

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Piano Contest
241

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

94

Spirit of the Stallion

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Memory:

+ —
—
—
+
+ —

Musicianship:

Dynamics
Phrasing

+
+

Balance
Pedaling
Tone Quality

+

Style

+
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

I loved how focused you seemed as you played this piece - you enjoyed it! :)
Nice slurs (m.1-4). “Pop” off staccatos even more (m.1-4) and this horse will
gallop!
At times your beat was a bit unsteady today (m.7-8, 27, etc.). Keep counting
as you play and you can fix those spots easily.
Nice
and notes sounded together at m.49-52.
So many of your details made this piece fun to listen to (nice “slow” at the
end.) Just keep a solid tempo and you’ll have a real winner!

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:
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Piano Contest
325

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Raindrops in the Garden Pool

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Memory:

+
+
+
+
+

Musicianship:

Dynamics
Phrasing
Balance
Pedaling
Tone Quality

+ -

Style

+ —
+
+
+ —
+
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Your playing today painted a picture with music! The raindrops were fresh,
cooling and full of spring. Well done!
The tempo was fast but you had the technique to carry it off. Today in m.1516, a memory slip, but you recovered and kept going!
Phrases were shaped like rainbows. Lovely! Do remember when you have
an ‘echo’ to make it softer.
In the future, check on the foot is in position for pedaling before beginning
the piece. Keep enjoying music study with your fine teacher. You are having
fun and it shows! Thanks for sharing this beautiful piece.

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Piano Contest
730

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Allegretto Grazioso - J.C. Bach

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Musicianship:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo

Phrasing

+

Balance

Technique
Articulation

Memory:

Dynamics

+

Pedaling

—

Tone Quality

+

Style

+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

You captured the graceful (Grazioso!) feeling of this piece very well. It was a
delight to hear!
The triplet figures were especially well-played. Pay attention to the
articulation in m. 23, 35. I did hear all the other articulations. Thank you.
Today, it sounded like there was a slight fingering slip in m. 16 & 17 but you
recovered with ease! Fingering is very important for secure performances.
I can tell you are musical and have a wonderful understanding for how this
piece should sound. Congratulations to you and your fine teacher. Good
luck at Finals!

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:
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Piano Contest
25

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

97

Tarantella Bravura - Barden

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

+
+
+
— m.14

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique

Musicianship:

+

Phrasing
Balance
Pedaling

Articulation

Memory:

Dynamics

Tone Quality

+

Style

+
+
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

A fine, confident & colorful performance with lots of ‘bravura’! Good
accented rhythms and energy throughout.
I heard contrast between f and ff (m.6-9). Try giving a specific ‘character’ to
each dynamic level as you prepare for finals. Maybe the mp part is ‘playful’
or maybe you like to think of the ff sounds as ‘fierce’. Use your imagination.
I loved your playful leggiero section, especially in the close-fingered
chromatic part. Way to go! The ritard lead-in was very effective.
Not quite as clean today at m.14-16, but you recovered well.
Very brilliant ending!
Thanks for sharing your exciting energy and accomplishments today. Best
wishes as you continue to focus on deepening your musicianship and skills.

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Piano Contest
85

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

94

Tarantella Op. 102, No. 3 - Mendelssohn

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Musicianship:

Notation

+
+
+ (and — ; see below)

Rhythms
Tempo
Technique

Memory:

Dynamics

+ and —

Phrasing
Balance

+

Pedaling

Articulation

Tone Quality

+ and —

Style

—
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Excellent driving staccatos throughout. They were consistently crisp and
detached.
Try to listen for all of the notes in the LH chords (m.9-24) Often today I
didn’t hear all 3 notes.
The melody needs more ‘character’. Shaping, direction, and tonal color
would help keep that melody very interesting to listen to. Can you make the
cresc. m.17-24 bigger for more excitement?
Exciting rhythmic drive m.42-49. Very light and steady - well done!
A little memory slip m. 51-58 but you kept going. Good for you! In general,
keep working on tonal control and projection of melodic lines. You have
talent and know how to work hard. I know you can do it. Best wishes!

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:
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Piano Contest
23

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Nocturne in E minor, Op. 72, No. 1 - Chopin

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Musicianship:

Notation
Rhythms

Dynamics

+

Phrasing

Tempo
Technique

+
+&—

Balance
Pedaling

Articulation

Tone Quality

Memory:

Style

+
+
— forte
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Sensitive work; not over-played for the style of a nocturne. LH wellcontrolled and nicely supportive. Beautiful floating sound at 47. For a
beautiful sound in the f passages (e.g.39-41) let your wrist be flexible like a
shock absorber.

Technical hurdles mostly well-handled (except 35!) Lots of careful
preparation and good instruction evident here. Good work!

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Piano Contest
36

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

94

Sonata Op. 10, No. 3, mvt. 3 - Beethoven

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation

+ —

Musicianship:

Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Dynamics
Phrasing

+
+ —
—

+
+ —

Balance
Pedaling
Tone Quality

Memory:

Style

+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Some very musical playing in your performance. However, some important details
are missing in your performance today.
Make sure all those long phrases (m.8-15, etc.) have clearly projected melodies
with shape and direction.
The articulation
. occurs frequently. Sometimes you carry the slur to the
third quarter note. Consistent articulation and consistent listening are important.
In m. 30, the sf is for the LH only. RH, however, has a diminuendo. Triplets in the
trio need more evenness in rhythm and in sound. Check the notes of the LH in
the Trio. You missed some important harmonies.
Your general idea of the character of this piece is good. Add more details to your
performance and you will increase the richness of the music and greater
understanding and enjoyment of the piece for you and your audience.

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:
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PIANO YOUNG ARTIST CONTEST
42

Student Number:
Category:

JYA

Pieces/Composers: 1.
2.
3.

SYA

Contest Date:

Teacher:

(For Office Use)

Score:

CYA

Valse Poeticos I & II— Granados

96

Bagatelle— Tcherepnin
The Cuckoo— Daquin

4.

Granados: Very musical, poised playing! The lyrical melody is played with such sensitivity. Well done! As the melody
movesto octaves (m. 25-32), explore an even more grand sound quality.
The music sounded a little timid in RH octaves today and in the LH melody in m. 33-40. You have a lovely sound quality
and balance between the hands, but try a more direct sound in the LH to give it more identity.

Tcherepnin: Great Energy. With much of this piece in the p & pp ranges, when the sf and ff do occur on 2nd page a
more explosive sound will help generate even more dimension of sound. Explore even more firm finger tips to ensure
that all notes are clear and clean. A few were a bit swallowed today.

Daquin: Lovely overall approach to the piece. The tempo is well suited to your performance today. With the repeated
ideas explore ways to continually bring out new ideas/ more variety such as a slightly different dynamic level on
repeats. Ornaments very elegant today. At m. 49-53 I could hear you bring out the LH. This was a nice contrast. Find
even more places like this to really enhance this lovely piece.

Thank you for such a lovely performance today!

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Piano Exam
Student #:

26

Exam Date:

Room #:

Exam Site:

Level 1

6/6/2015

Teacher Name:

U of MN

Student Name:

(For Office Use)

(For Office Use)

Keyboard Skills
Accuracy

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Fluency

+

Tempo

Articulation

Tone

+

20

/20

Comments:

Outstanding!
Repertoire

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Olson: Square Dance

1.

Performance

Tempo

Dynamics

+

Notes

Time Values

Comments:

Your playing was so rhythmic, it made me tap my foot! Loved your
steady, strong beat and your accents. And such a good
A strong ending too.

Garrow: At the Trading Post
Notes
Time Values +
Tempo —

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

Performance

2.

Dynamics

+

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

20
3

19
3

/20
/3

/20
/3

Comments: Carefully prepared rhythms here, thank you! It was fun to listen to. Nice job

building from mf to f in m. 1-7.
What a good listener you are. Rests were great m. 23-24.
The octave move needed to be without pause on the repeat. Thinking ahead
will help.

Scher: Follow Me

3.
Notes

Time Values

Performance
Tempo

—

Dynamics

+

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

18
0

/20
/3

Comments: Beautiful gentle tone. Hands imitated each other so well. I liked how you

began m. 17 with a fresh big sound! You are good at changing the dynamics
in so many places! Tempo was a little unsteady in several places today.

Sightplaying (See score sheet)

A perfect score

Summary

Total

Wonderful work! You prepared so very well and you focused so beautifully so that
you could do your best. You have wonderful technical, reading, and rhythm skills and
you know how to make the pieces tell a story. Congratulations to you and your
fine teacher.

(Decision of judge is final.)

10

/10

93

/99

Exam passed with: (Circle)
High Distinction
Distinction
Excellence
Satisfaction
Level Not Passed

90-99
80-89
70-79
60-69
below 60

Examiner’s Signature:
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Piano Exam

Level 1

26

Student #:

Sightplaying
1. Rhythm Identification
2. Note Identification
3. Interval Identification

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Size of Interval: (2nd, 3rd, etc.)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Direction:

0

1

2

3

4

1 point per measure

4. Reading the Score
Played in correct clefs/register
Played with correct hand
Started on correct fingers
Started on correct notes
Notes

0 errors
1 error
2-3 errors
4+ errors
Note Values
0 errors
1 error
2-3 errors
4+ errors
Steady Beat
0 hesitations
1 hesitation
2 hesitations
3+ hesitations
Projected Rhythmic Pulse
Tempo

Avoided extremes
Extremely fast or slow

Piece #1

Piece #2

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
1
0
1
0

6

Score (Sections 1-3):

20 /20

Score (Section 4):

30 /30
50 /50

Total Points: (15 points each)
SP Score

48-50 45-47 42-44 39-41 35-38 30-34 26-29 22-25

PE Transfer

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

19-21

0-18

2

1

Total Score:

Explanation of Scoring
Keyboard Skills
• Individual keys or points will not be listed. Score will be explained in comment section.
• If a student consistently alters the rhythmic or melodic patterns established in the glossary, up to 3 points may be deducted and explained in
a Post-It to the teacher.
• 2 = exemplary; 1 = some problems with accuracy, fluency, and/or articulation; 0 = many problems with accuracy, fluency, and/or articulation.
Performance of Repertoire
Score represents both Accuracy (what is printed on the page) and Musicianship (how the student responds musically.)
19-20
An exceptional performance; musically expressive and convincing; accurately prepared.
17-18
A commendable performance with emerging qualities of musical expressiveness and a base of accurate preparation.
14-16
A performance with some problems in musical expressiveness and/or accuracy.
12-13
A struggling performance with problems in musical expressiveness and basic accuracy.
0-11
A struggling performance lacking musical expressiveness and showing fundamental problems with accuracy.
Memory

All 3 points awarded for memory. If student needs to see the score, points are not awarded.
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Piano Exam
Student #:

184

Exam Date:

6/4/2016

Exam Site:

U of MN

Level 4
Teacher Name:
(For Office Use)

Room #:

Student Name:
(For Office Use)

Keyboard Skills
Accuracy

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Fluency

+

Tempo

Articulation

Tone

+

23

/26

Comments:

Well prepared scales and all skills. Just some small errors.
Work toward more confidence with minor cadences.

Repertoire
A.

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Minuet

Notes

Performance
Time Values

Tempo

—

Dynamics

+

Slurs

+

Articulation

Memory

18
0

/20
/3

Comments:

You chose a comfortable tempo and were steady most of the time. Do try to relax end
of m. 16 without adding a whole beat. Confuses the dancers! Nice dynamic contrasts
today. This was a fluid performance which needs only a stronger pulse to capture the
style of the Minuet as a dance.

Haydn: Sonatina Scherzo
Notes
Time Values +
Tempo —

Performance

B.

Dynamics

Slurs

Articulation

+/—

Memory

17
0

/20
/3

Comments:

A scherzo is a playful and spirited dance. You chose a rather slow tempo today but your
rhythms were nice and even. Loved your slur in m. 4 - nice, relaxed motion. This will be
so much fun when faster, so I encourage you to get there. Make staccatos nice and
crisp, think joyful and fun!
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Piano Exam
Student #:

Level 4

184

(Repertoire, continued)

The Happy Farmer

C.

Notes

Time Values

Performance
Tempo

—

Dynamics

+

Slurs

Articulation

+

Memory

18 /20
0 /3

Comments:

Your LH melody was projected so well today. Terrific! Tempo quite slow, but very
steady. You brought out melody in B section very well again as it moved from hand to
hand. Good for you! I liked your dynamic plan and crisp staccatos. Well performed.

Vandall: Waltz in a minor

D.

Notes

Time Values

Tempo

Performance

—

Dynamics

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

19
3

/20
/3

Comments:

This was played so well. My only suggestions would be to go a little faster for a more
waltzing tempo, feel the downbeats more clearly, and add more phrase shaping on the
arpeggios for more motion. Lovely tone, excellent pedaling, memory solid.

Oral Questions

Well prepared!

Sightplaying (See score sheet) Be sure to check the key signature before beginning.
Summary

Total

You are a musical and careful student. You play very well and are ready for the
challenge of Level 4. Work on appropriate tempo and memory of your
repertoire. I really enjoyed hearing your program today.

(Decision of judge is final.)

/5

6

/10

109 /133

Exam passed with: (Circle)
High Distinction
Distinction
Excellence
Satisfaction
Level Not Passed

120-133
106-119
93-105
80-92
below 80

Examiner’s Signature:
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Piano Exam

Level 4

Student #:

Sightplaying
1. Rhythm Identification
2. Interval Identification

3. Chord Identification
4. Tactile Interval Perception (0 errors = 2 pts.; 1 errors = 1 pt.; 2+ errors = 0 pts.)

0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Reading the Score

Piece #1

Score (Sections 1-4):
Piece #2

Notes

marked

5
4
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

5
4
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Total Points: (15 points each)

11

9

(0 errors = 2 pts.; 1-2 errors = 1 pt.; 3+ errors = 0 pts.)
Type of interval: (melodic, harmonic)
Size of Interval: (repeat, 2nd, 3rd, etc.)

Direction:

0-1 error
including accidentals
2-3 errors
4-5 errors
6-7 errors
8-9 errors
10+ errors
Note/Rest Values
0 errors
1-2 errors
3-4 errors
5+ errors
Steady Beat
0 hesitations
1 hesitation
2 hesitations
3+ hesitations
Projected Rhythmic Pulse
Tempo

Avoided extremes
Extremely fast or slow

Dynamics as marked
Articulation as

SP Score

49-50 46-48 43-45 40-42 37-39 33-36 29-32 25-28

PE Transfer

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

21-24

0-20

2

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4

5

19 /20

20 /30
39 /50

Score (Section 5):
Total Score:

Explanation of Scoring
Keyboard Skills
• Individual keys or points will not be listed. Score will be explained in comment section.
• If a student consistently alters the rhythmic or melodic patterns established in the glossary, up to 3 points may be deducted and explained in a
Post-It to the teacher.
• If a student fails to meet the minimum tempo, up to 3 points will be deducted.
6-point items
6 = exemplary
5 = secure with minimal errors
3-4 = some accuracy/fluency problems
1-2 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

4-point items
4 = exemplary
3 = secure with minimal errors
2 = some accuracy/fluency problems
1 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

3-point items
3 = exemplary
2 = some accuracy/fluency problems
1 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

2-point items
2 = exemplary
1 = some accuracy/fluency problems
0 = many accuracy/fluency problems
1-point items
1 = basically accurate & fluent
0 = accuracy/fluency problems

Performance of Repertoire
Score represents both Accuracy (what is printed on the page) and Musicianship (how the student responds musically.)
19-20
An exceptional performance; musically expressive and convincing; accurately prepared.
17-18
A commendable performance with emerging qualities of musical expressiveness and a base of accurate preparation.
14-16
A performance with some problems in musical expressiveness and/or accuracy.
12-13
A struggling performance with problems in musical expressiveness and basic accuracy.
0-11
A struggling performance lacking musical expressiveness and showing fundamental problems with accuracy.
Memory

All 3 points awarded for memory. If student needs to see the score, points are not awarded.
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Piano Exam
Teacher Name:

Exam Date:

Student #:

Level 7
(For Office Use)

Room #:

Exam Site:

Student Name:
(For Office Use)

Keyboard Skills
Accuracy

+

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Fluency

Tempo

—

Articulation

28

Tone

/30

Comments:

Scales - You play with such a marvelous and strong tone. Be sure to check your
fingering on the major flat key scales.
Chords - Well done. With a great big tone. Listen to eliminate occasional harshness.
Arpeggios - Again, I love your tone.
arpeggio. You can do it.

Repertoire

Some LH inaccuracies in one descending

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Scarlatti: Capriccio in G
Notes +
Time Values
Tempo

Performance

A.

Dynamics

—

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

17 /20
3 /3

Comments:

You play this piece with lots of enthusiasm! I appreciate the strength of your forte.
Perhaps for Scarlatti, though, you might try a lighter tone, one that maintains the
crispness of your technique, but less “heavy-handed”. Also, strive for more
pronounced contrast of dynamics. As you continue to work, try a slightly faster
tempo for more drama and excitement.

Beethoven: Sonata Op. 49, No. 2, 1st mvt.
Notes
Time Values
Tempo + Dynamics —

Performance

B.

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

18 /20
3 /3

Comments:

Again, strong work with vigorous tone! Excellent tempo, good phrasing and shape. You
have many wonderful musical moments. Try to explore the softer range of the
dynamics, too. This will give your playing more variety, it will also keep you from a
monotonous, heavy sound all the time.
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Piano Exam

Level 7

Student #:
(Repertoire, continued)

C.

MacDowell: To a Wild Rose

Notes

Time Values

Tempo

Dynamics

—

Slurs

Articulation

+

Performance
Memory

18 /20
3 /3

Comments:

Very beautiful mood, fine sense of phrasing and lyrical touch. You have good
musical instincts.
Listen for greater prominence of the melody, and less emphasis in your
accompaniment chords.

This will keep the chords from being “pushy” . All in all a fine musical interpretation.
Again, explore the softer side of the dynamic spectrum.

Scott: Song of the East
Notes +
Time Values
Tempo

Performance

D.

Dynamics

—

Slurs

Articulation

Memory

18
3

/20
/3

Comments:

A very effective performance in many ways. My biggest suggestion is be careful not
to play the f section with a harsh tone. Here are two ways to solve this: 1) less
sound from the LH accompaniment, 2) don’t strike the key with quite as much speed
and force.
Also, dynamics need more contrast
performance and well prepared.

Oral Questions

-- especially on the piano level.

Strong

Good answers.

Sightplaying Fine sightplaying, good sense of key signature, notes, rhythm. Good tempo
and articulation. Work for greater continuity.

Summary

Total

5

/5

8

/10

124 /137

A well-prepared and well-played exam. You have lots of potential. Try exploring the softer Exam passed with: (Circle)
dynamic regions and lighter articulations. This will give your playing more variety.
High Distinction
Distinction
Excellence
Satisfaction
Level Not Passed

(Decision of judge is final.)

123-137
109-122
95-108
80-94
below 80

Examiner’s Signature:
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EXPLANATION OF SCORING - LEVEL 7
KEYBOARD SKILLS -

* Individual keys or points will not be listed. Score will be explained in general comments.
* If a student consistently alters the rhythmic or melodic patterns established in the glossary, up to 3 points may be deducted
and explained in a Post-It® note to the teacher.
* If a student fails to meet the minimum tempo, up to 3 points will be deducted.

6 point items
6 - exemplary
5 - secure; minimal errors do not impede fluency
3 - 4 - some problems with accruacy and/or fluency
1 - 2 - struggles with requested skill
0 - unable to play requested skill

3 point items
1 point item
3 - exemplary
1 - basically accurate and fluent
2 - some problems with accuracy and/or fluency 0 - problems with accuracy and/or fluency
1 - struggles with requested skill
1 - struggles with requested skill
0 - unable to play requested skill
0 - unable to play requested skill

PERFORMANCE OF REPERTOIRE
Consider both Accuracy (what is printed on the page) and Musicianship (how the student responds musically) in determining the score.
19 - 20
- an exceptional performance, musically expressive and convincing, accurately prepared
17 - 18
- a commendable performance with emerging qualities of musical expressiveness and a base of accurate preparation
14 - 16
- a performance with some problems in musical expressiveness and/or accuracy
12 - 13
- a struggling performance with problems in musical expressiveness and basic accuracy
0 - 11
- a struggling performance lacking musical expressiveness and showing fundamental problems with accuracy
MEMORY -

3 points - does not use the printed score; all 3 points allotted.

0 points - student uses the printed score.

SIGHTPLAYING
10
8-9
6-7
4-5
2-3

- an exceptional performance, musically expressive and following the score accurately.
- a commendable performance, with emerging qualities of musical expressiveness and mostly following the score.
- an uneven performance with problems in musical expressiveness and following the score.
- a struggling performance with problems in musical expressiveness and basic accuracy.
- a struggling performance lacking musical expressiveness and showing fundamental problems with accuracy.
Revised,
Sept., 2012
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Keyboard Skills Exam
Student #:

Levels 3-6
Teacher Name:

Exam Date:

(For Office Use)

Room #:

Exam Site:

Student Name:
(For Office Use)

Scales:
Thank you for your careful attention to key signature and fingering. As your pieces become more difficult, the ability to
play scales fluently becomes even more important. You are on your way! Remember, the V chord is always major in
quality even when playing minor chord progressions. Two octave HT and mini–grand scale are less fluent today.

Chords:
Good job! But be sure descending broken chords are as comfortable as ascending.

Arpeggios:
Fine attention to fingering here. Do work for more fluency. A bit hesitant today.
Congratulations to you and your fine teacher. Good preparation!

Total

23

/26

(Certificate awarded if total is 15 points or higher.)

Examiner’s Signature:

Total score may be transferred to the same level Piano Exam.
(A copy of this score sheet must accompany student’s Piano Exam registration in order for credit to be given.)

Explanation of Scoring
Keyboard Skills
• Individual keys or points will not be listed. Score will be explained in comment section.
• If a student consistently alters the rhythmic or melodic patterns established in the glossary, up to 3 points may be deducted and explained in
a Post-It to the teacher.
8-point items
8 = exemplary
6-7 = secure with minimal errors
4-5 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
1-3 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

7-point items
7 = exemplary
5-6 = secure with minimal errors
4-5 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
1-3 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

6-point items
6 = exemplary
5 = secure with minimal errors
3-4 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
1-2 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

4-point items
4 = exemplary
3 = secure with minimal errors
2 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
1 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

3-point items
3 = exemplary
2 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
1 = struggles with requested skill
0 = unable to play requested skill

2-point items
2 = exemplary
1 = some problems with accuracy & fluency
0 = many problems with accuracy & fluency

1-point items
1 = basically accurate & fluent
0 = problems with accuracy & fluency
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Sightplaying Exam

Level 2
Teacher Name:

Exam Date:

Student #:

(For Office Use)

Room #:

Exam Site:

Student Name:
(For Office Use)

1. Rhythm Identification

Example 1:

0

1

2

(0 errors = 2 pts.; 1-2 errors = 1 pt.; 3+ errors = 0 pts.)

Example 2:

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

Type of interval: (melodic, harmonic)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Size of Interval: (repeat, 2nd, 3rd, etc.)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Direction:

0

1

2

3

4. Tactile Interval Perception

Example 1:

0

1

2

(0 errors = 2 pts.; 1 errors = 1 pt.; 2+ errors = 0 pts.)

Example 2:

0

1

2

2. Note Identification
3. Interval Identification

Score (Sections 1-4):
5. Reading the Score

Piece #1

Piece #2

Piece #3

Played in correct clefs/register

1
0

1
0

1
0

Played with correct hand

1
0

1
0

1
0

Started on correct fingers

1
0

1
0

1
0

Started on correct notes

1
0

1
0

1
0

Notes

0 errors
1 error
2-3 errors
4+ errors

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

Note Values

0 errors
1 error
2-3 errors
4+ errors

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

Steady Beat

0 hesitations
1 hesitation
2 hesitations
3+ hesitations

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

13

13

15

Projected Rhythmic Pulse
Avoided extremes
Extremely fast or slow

Tempo
Total Points: (15 points each)
SP Score
PE Transfer

69-71 66-68 63-35 60-62 57-59 54-56 51-53 48-50
10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

45-47

42-44

2

1

(A copy of this score sheet must accompany student’s Piano Exam registration in order for credit to be given.)

(Decision of judge is final.)
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Judge’s Signature:

Score (Section 5):
Total Score:

23 /26

41 /45
64 /71

Theory Exam
Student #:

146

Room #:

CC130

Exam Date:

11/19/16

Level 1
Exam Site:

Bethel University

Keyboard Exam
1. Pentascale

(4 points)

0

1

2

3

2. Triads

(3 points)

0

1

2

3

3. Sight Playing

(15 points)

a. Rhythm

0

1

2

b. Identify intervals

0

1

2

c. Identify the pentascale

0

1

d. Play the pentascale

0

1

e. Play the piece

0

1

f. Find and play the new pentascale

0

1

f. Transpose the piece to new key

0

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4. Play back

(2 points)

0

1

2

5. Clap back

(2 points)

0

1

2
Total:

22

/26

Total x 50% =

11

/13

Round up rather than using half points.

Written Section

19

/20

Aural Section

12

/14

42

/47

Total

Exam passed with: (Circle)
High Distinction
Excellence
Pass
Level Not Passed
(Decision of judge is final.)

40-47
35-39
28-34
0-27

Examiner’s Signature:
1B2016
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MMTA Popular Styles 2015-2016
Exam Scoring Form — Level 1
Location

Date

Room #

Student Name

Exam #

Teacher

Judge: Put an “x” in the box that matches your score for each item. Put your comments in the space provided.
If you are scoring electronically, “earned points” will update automatically, but you must enter exactly one “x” per row.
If you are scoring manually, put 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 in “earned points” and then calculate subtotals and totals.
Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.

MELODIC PATTERNS
Point Value

0

1

2

Description 6+ errors 4-5 errors 2-3 errors
Play major pattern

Play minor pattern

Play blues pattern

3

4

1 error

0 errors

Earned
Points

Possible
Points

RH

X

4

4

LH

X

4

4

RH

X

4

4

LH

X

4

4

RH

X

4

4

3

4

23

24

Earned
Points

Possible
Points

LH

X

Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.

HARMONIC PATTERNS
Point Value

0

Description 2-3 errors

1

2

3

1 error

0 errors

4

Play RH major triad
with LH root

RH

X

2

2

LH

X

2

2

Play LH major triad

LH

X

2

2

Play RH minor triad
with LH root

RH

X

2

2

LH

X

2

2

Play LH minor triad

LH

X

2

2

Description 6+ errors 4-5 errors 2-3 errors
Play I-IV-V progression:
RH chords with LH roots
Play I-IV-V progression:
LH alone

1 error

0 errors

RH

X

4

4

LH

X

4

4

LH

X

4

4

24

24

HARMONIC PATTERNS TOTAL

82

LISTENING AND SINGING

Earned
Points

Possible
Points

Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.
Guided Listening

Documentation

Variety of styles

Point Value

0

1

Description

No

Yes

Printed computer file

X

1

1

Event/album/song details

X

1

1

Style/genre details

X

1

1

Live performance

X

1

1

Full-length album

X

1

1

5 different artists, composers

X

1

1

Description

Personal critique

2

None

Minimal

Detailed

Identify song forms

X

2

2

Identify character of piece(s)

X

2

2

Identify tempo/beat

X

2

2

1

2

13

14

Document person reaction

X
Subtotal

Comments:

Part of being a good listener is being able to put your own reaction to the
music into words. Keep working that in the future. Other than that,
great work!
Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.

Identification and singing

Point Value

0

1

Description

No

Yes

Identify melodic pattern (major, minor, or blues)

X

1

1

Identify major or minor chord

X

1

1

Use “1-2-(3 or flat 3)-4-5”

X

1

1

Match starting pitch

X

1

1

All notes on pitch

X

1

1

5

5

Sing pentascales

Subtotal
Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.
Melodic Passage

Sing back

Point Value

0

1

Description

No

Yes

2

3

Use “da” or neutral syllable

X

1

1

Match starting pitch

X

1

1

4

4

3

4

1

1

10

11

28

30

Description 6+ errors

4-5 errors

2-3 errors

1 error

Sing correct pitches
Clap back

Clap correct rhythm

Identify duple/triple

0 errors
X

X
Description

Meter

4

No

Yes
X

LISTENING AND SINGING TOTAL
MMTA Popular Styles 2015-2016

Exam Scoring Form - Level 1

Page 2 of 4
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PERFORMANCE

Earned
Points

Possible
Points

Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.

Sightplay a lead sheet passage
Point Value

0

1

2

3

4

Accuracy of notes and rhythms

X

3

4

Accuracy of chords, appropriate voicings

X

3

4

Steady tempo, good groove

X

4

4

Balance between RH and LH, phrase shape

X

4

4

14

16

Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.

Transpose the lead sheet passage
Point Value

0

1

2

3

4

Accuracy of notes and rhythms

X

4

4

Accuracy of chords, appropriate voicings

X

4

4

Steady tempo, good groove

X

4

4

Balance between RH and LH, phrase shape

X

4

4

16

16

Play a piece from the repertoire list (solo piano arrangement)
Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.
Point Value

0

1

2

3

4

Accuracy of notes and rhythms, allowing for personalization

X

4

4

Steady tempo, good groove

X

4

4

Phrasing and articulation

X

4

4

3

4

4

4

20

20

Dynamics

X

Overall performance, understanding of style

X

Comments: Good musical ideas! Watching for those changes in dynamics will help the vibe be even

stronger.
Play a piece from the repertoire list (lead sheet with backing track)
Put an “x” in the box that matches your score.
Point Value

0

1

2

3

4

Accuracy of notes and rhythms, allowing for personalization

X

4

4

Steady tempo, good groove

X

4

4

Accuracy of chords, appropriate voicings

X

4

4

Dynamics and phrasing

X

3

4

Playing and staying with play-along recording

X

3

4

18

20

68

72

Comments: Dynamics and phrasing can make a good performance great! Keep working on those. Little

trouble staying with the recording, but I know you’ll improve with practice.
PERFORMANCE TOTAL
MMTA Popular Styles 2015-2016

84

Exam Scoring Form - Level 1

Page 3 of 4

Additional/overall comments:

Great work! You have a natural sense of the groove, and of the styles covered in this first level. Don’t be afraid to let
yourself go a little more. Experiment with tempo, dynamics, phrasing.
Once you’re able to better describe what you feel when hearing this music, you’ll be able to translate that into how you
play a chart, how you’re able to turn playing a lead sheet into an inspiring personal performance!

143

GRAND TOTAL

150

Rating
(circle one)

Range
Low

High

Excellent

132

150

Good

94

131

Fair

57

93

Poor

19

56

Unprepared

0

18

Judge’s Signature
The judge’s decision is final.

MMTA Popular Styles 2015-2016

Exam Scoring Form - Level 1

Page 4 of 4
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MMTA Ensemble Festival Critique
2015-2016
11/20/15

Date:

Entry Number:

Site:

Recital Time:

11

Composition Title:

Colors of the Wind

Composer:

Menken

-

Twin Cities - Southeast

( + ) Commended, ( ) Needs Improvement, ( +

+)

10:00 AM

Highly Commended

Accuracy:
Notes

+

Rhythm

—

Tempo

—

Dynamics

+

Stylistic Interpretation

—

Balance

—

Stage Presence

—

Musicianship:
Articulation

+

Ensemble:
Precision

+

Summary:
Lovely Playing! I could easily hear the mood of the piece You had a tiny problem with staying together in
the B part, but good recovery and great ending! The Primo has the melody. I would like to hear that part
even a bit stronger for a more effective performance! Keep having playing duets and having fun!
It was a pleasure to hear you both today!

Judge’s Signature
86

MMTA Music Bridges
Date:________________

Test Center:____________________________________ Entry # ______

Required Repertoire: Castle Days (Kathleen Massoud)
Notes + Time Values +- Tempo + Dynamics + Articulation__ Other Marks__ Musicianship__

This is such a beautiful piece – you had a great sense of flow and a delicate sound that suits it well. Be
sure to hold half notes for full two beats, and try to keep your heel on the floor when pedaling for
better control.
Nicely done!
Required Repertoire: Andantino (Haydn)
Notes + Time Values + Tempo + Dynamics +- Articulation + Other Marks__ Musicianship ++

You have a nice feel for this Classic-style piece and chose a perfect tempo. Nice phrase shaping! The right
hand melody could sing out a bit more over the busier LH - it was sometimes buried today. Good solid
memory!
Option #1: Visual Art inspired by a piece by Bartók
Musicianship/Presentation +
Content +

This picture was great! A wonderful combination of banter, activity: a busy landscape for play and
“pretend” war. The colors and themes you chose were just right and showed exactly how you “saw” the
piece by Bartók. Brava!
Option #2: Cello solo – Gavotte (Lully)
Musicianship/Presentation +Content +

Good tempo and rhythms. Nice ensemble balance between you and your accompanist. Good listening!
Thank you for a secure performance. Keep listening carefully to the pitch - today some notes were flat.
Overall, well done – thanks for playing!
Option #3: Piano Accompaniment of violinist
Musicianship/Presentation__
Content__

Nice accompaniment on piano! You had nice phrasing and you moved with the soloist effectively
throughout the piece. Just be careful that you don’t overpower your violinist with too loud a dynamic
level – sometimes the balance suffered a little. Keep listening!
General Comments:

I so enjoyed your presentation today! You have talents in many areas and showed accomplishment in
every aspect of your performance. Congratulations on all of your good work!
Rating:

Judge’s Signature_____________________________________
Additional comments may be written on the back.

Rev. 03/16
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Model Critiques
Part 2:
Evaluated Critiques

88

JEC Evaluation:
Good use of + & — but written comments are limited and quite general. More specific suggestions would be helpful
since student is eligible for finals. Comments lack energy and enthusiasm for student accomplishment. Parents and
teachers would not feel the student received a good value for their investment of time and money.

Piano Contest
21

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Lonesome Blues

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo

+
+
+ —

Musicianship:

Memory:

+

Phrasing
Balance

Technique
Articulation

Dynamics

+

Pedaling

+

Tone Quality

+

Style

+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Nice swing rhythm.
Nice dynamics but could use even more.
Kept a steady tempo except in mo. 14 and into coda.
Thanks for playing

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:

89

JEC Evaluation:
This student receives a rating eligible for finals— suggestions for what to work on for success at finals is
appreciated. Language is not age-appropriate and even seems difficult for an adult to understand.
Judge did a good job remembering to use + and —, but the — markings need explaining for clarity and helpful
suggestions.
Parents and teacher would most-likely feel they had not received a critique of value for time and money invested.

Piano Contest
45

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

Turkey Named Tom

Piece/Composer:

96

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Memory:

+
+
+
+ —
++

Musicianship:

Dynamics
Phrasing
Balance

—
+
+

Pedaling
Tone Quality

+

Style

+ —
+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Your tonal control is exquisite. Careful focus is evident on the eighth notes
at the hushed levels. It is easy for them to be erratic when playing quietly.
Excellent use of articulation and pulse to drive sensitive phrasing.

(Decision of judge is final.)

90

Judge’s Signature:

JEC Evaluation:
The written comments don’t support the winning score. The performer missed notes, rushed, and played without
dynamics and yet is enthusiastically congratulated on their winning performance. Comments give a conflicting
summary, and the rating is too lenient for MMTA standards.

Piano Contest
232

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

96

Close Caper

Piece/Composer:

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

Notation
Rhythms

+ —
+

Musicianship:

Articulation

Memory:

+ —

Phrasing

Tempo
Technique

Dynamics

Balance

—
+

+

Pedaling
Tone Quality

+

Style

+
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

What an exciting performance. You should be very pleased. I know one would have liked to
play all those notes correctly. That is hard on such a quick piece with so many jumps.
Can you bring the dynamics down a little more so we can hear each f, mf, mp, p clearly?
Perhaps a slightly slower tempo would give you time to find all those landing places!
You play musically and really know your piece well.

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:

91

JEC Evaluation:
No explanation of why the student didn’t receive a higher score. Limited and general comments. Too brief.
Motivating suggestions for improvement would be helpful. Comments lack energy and imagination with
appreciative recognition for aspects that were successful.

Piano Contest
231

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

Piece/Composer:

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

94

Close Caper
(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

+

Notation

Musicianship:

Rhythms

Dynamics

+

Phrasing

+

Tempo

Balance

Technique

+

Pedaling

—

Articulation

Tone Quality

Memory:

Style
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

You did a fine job. Watch for staccatos in m. 5, 11, 15, etc.
Keep up the good work.

(Decision of judge is final.)

92

Judge’s Signature:

JEC Evaluation:
The critique is problematic for the teacher, and for the disappointed and confused student. The praise is generous
but ‘empty’ because the student score was changed to a lower score (a score non-qualifying for finals.) The judge
should make it very clear why this performance did not receive a higher score.
The critique is also too brief. For levels INA, INB, and above, more specific appreciation of what is done well needs to
be expressed, as well as motivating suggestions for what needs improvement. This is what is expected by the
teacher and student.
Two important points: 1) Refrain from using “++” on non-qualifying critiques. Double pluses make a non-qualifying
critique hard to explain to students and parents. 2) If a judge decides to change a score, it is their responsibility to
re-write the critique.

Piano Contest
52

Student #:

Contest Date:

Teacher:
(For Office Use)

Category:

PrePri

PRI

JRA

JRB

INA

INB

SRA

District:

SRB

Score:

Close Caper

Piece/Composer:

96
94

(+) which are commended, (—) which are deficient; (++) may be used for emphasis

Accuracy:

+
+
++
+
+

Notation
Rhythms
Tempo
Technique
Articulation

Memory:

Musicianship:

Dynamics
Phrasing
Balance
Pedaling
Tone Quality

+ —

Style

+
+
+
+
+
++
(Adherence to historical period)

Constructive Comments:

Excellent interpretation of tempo for stylistic approach.
Dynamics are nicely shaded.
Keep up the good work! Tremendous. That’s first-class work!
Convincing performance! Congratulations.

(Decision of judge is final.)

Judge’s Signature:

93

